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Guidance of pupils in secondary schools into courses 
for which they are most suited and into fields of work 
where they may best gain a livelihood has become an in-
creasingly difficult and interesting problem for educators. 
The present study was undertaken in an attempt to 
discover whether certain rr.easures at hand in the J. M. 
Atherton High School for Girls, Louisville, Kentucky, 
could be used to predict degrees of success in the ste-
nography course offered in that school. 
"Success" is a very general tern and, as commonly 
used, is aJl1bi~uous. In this study success is measured 
in terms of teachers' marks and hb,s as many degrees as 
are represented on the .t?ercenta;re SCale used by the 
teachers at Atherton High School. The upper limi t of 
this scale is, of course, IOO'!~ • Failure in a course is 
indicated by a percentage rating below 70/L Any rating 
of 70% or higher is counted as success, and generally 
speaking, the hig;"er the rating, the greater the success. 
Because of the widespread criticism of teachers' 
marks in recent Years, the writer recognizes their use 
for criteria of success as one of the limitations of this 
study. However, in the Louisville schools, they are t~e 
only accepted measures of pupil achievement. Grad~ation 
teo.chers. 
... _ ....r' ~. ... J' 
:21)p11s ~re "fClllA80 lor !lonors d,ilu lor 
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recoiIlli1cndation to col:~3ge on t:1C 0iJ.i:ds of tea.chers
' 
nlarks. 
ive and ma7 'be '~njust, thE.Y are still the criteria of 
success in rating pupils in ~ost of the public school 
dystems of the country. T~~t t~8 ~&ctors R~:ch they 
tir.;c for th.e o:;&.;:rt2 teac~ler doc.3 E0t al+cr t:.1C f8.ct that 
+::'3 &ccepted :neasu.re of hoV! succ~;sci~ul d. ilu1.-il is in any 
given C0urse Is the teacher's esti~~te of that pUJil's 
.J....C:a.I~\.S in a :1urr.ber of ~C:Hses are C 'Jnc'?rrled, they hc:ve 
been found to be very 7alid lli~asures fer pred:cting sub-
.... 1' 
sequent academic succcoz. 
3l~ccess after gr&.duatioil, 8.5 n~eadl.~rcd by t~c ab~li ty 
to get aa~ ~~:c a job ~r 
satisfactorily predicted by teachers' marke, 1:i ..... t t::..L: 
dards d.iffer, . , " ~v 
such as neatness, attractiveness, and ability to o.:et 
along with others contrioute more lar~ely to business 
success than to school success, since many teachers 
have made an honest attempt. to eliminate such subjective 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
i 
factors in their evaluation of pupil performance. 
Teachers of commercia,l subjects often' insist t':lat 
the~r marks are quite objective. They claim that pupils 
are marked strictly on the basis of performance and that 
performance in stenogrcp hy is easily and o"b,jectively 
measured. It is beyond Ple limits of this study to make 
a thorough evaluation of t~1.is claim, lJut an attem::)t has 
been made to describe t~'1(, mar~s of the t'aree teac11ers 
whose marks have "been used. Each teacher ~as asked to 
make a statement in answer to the question: What do 
you mean when you give a mark of 85;& in your course? 
The answers are given below. 
Teacher A: A mark of 85,?& at the end of any 
grading period means that of all the materi-
alan whic:1. grades 1.Ffere renu.ered, the pupil 
knew 85%. Subjective judgment is ~elatively 
insignificant because shorthand outlines 
and transcripts from these outlines are 
either rig~t or wrong. 
Teacher :a: A mark of 85:.& for a PU9il is the 
average 'Of all ma.rks recorded during the 
grading period covered. Marks are given on 
word lists or letters containing shorthand 
outlines. To receive a mark of S5?& on any 
particular test, a pupil must 'have much more 
than 85;~ of the material right. This is be-
C&.use we try to hold our st8.ndards up to 
what we consider to be an acceptable office 
standard of performance. 
'reacner C: A mark of 85'~ means that t:'l€ 




mCtrk, has received an aV''3rage of 85% on all 
exercises, written and oral, on which she 
has had an opportunity to perform. If she 
is given fifty words from ~ictation, she 
is penalized 2% for each error in shorthand 
outlines or longhand transcription--this is 
the practice, generally, I believe, among 
all the shorthand teachers in the depart-
ment. Errors in other exercises in the 
first two semesters are penalized in about 
the sarne proportion, but tilt'; penal ty be-
comes greater as the number of outlines 
Fage 4 
the pupil is expected to know increases. 
Marks are based on whet~er shorthand out-
lines are right or wrong, whether transcrip-
tions follow exactly the saorthand outlines 
which represented them, and on the length 
of time taken to complete the exercise. 
If pupils make approximately the same marks in 
two school subjects, it seems safe to say that their 
success in one may be predicted from t~eir achieve-
ment in t'1.e other. This thesis, then, has to do with 
the statistical relationship, or correlation, between 
marks received in certain high school subjects and 
marks received in shorthand. If a high relationship 
should be found to exist between the marks received in 
a sub.j ect preceding shorthand and the marks in short-
hand, then pupils might be guided into or away from 
the stenography course on the basi s of their marks in 
the other subject. 
For years commercial teachers and supervisors 




mentally inferior pupils. To meet this situation and 
also to prepare young people for the routine clerical 
duties which, surveys have shown, make up the bulk of 
the opportunities in the business world for young 
workers, commercial curricula have lately been enlarged 
to include courses in junior business training, general 
business, office practice, office machines, filing. 
Even a superficial examination of current city and 
state commercial curricula will reveal that this move-
ment is well under way at t'1.e pres"nt time. 
In spite of the introduction of these general 
courses, many pupils continue to elect the traditional 
commercial courses--bookkeeping, stenography, type-
writing. Perhaps this is due to the fact that, whereas 
a few specialists know that the bulk of ,jobs for young 
workers are clerical, the public clings to the idea 
that office posi tions may be classified in these t-'1.ree' 
categories and continues to insist that children be 
trained for one of these vocations. Because this con-
dition exists, courses in stenography continue to be 
elected by pupils w'ho, in due time, graduate with 
credit in these subjects but who, the instructors 
feel, are not. qual ified nor able to be pro'Perly 
~-----------------------------------------------
" i 
trained to hold stenographi.c positions. 
For this reason, in the fall of 1935, this study 
was begun in an attem?t to determine whether the I. ~., 
as determined by the otis Intelligence Test, Form A, 
and teachers' marks in sophomore English could be used 
as predictive measures for degrees of success in high 
school stenography. That study has been extended to 
include certain otaer subjects which precede stenog-
raphy, in which a maj ori ty of the stenography students 
enroll. These sUb.jects are: Bookkeeping (Units 1 and 2, 
one semester each); Spanish (Units 1 and 2, one semester 
each); and Typewriting (Unit 1, one semester). These 
subjects were selected because they are taken prior to 
t.he election of stenography and because marks were 
available for securing fairly la.rge and seemingly rep-
resentative numbers of cases. 
At Atherton High School, Stenography 1, or the first 
semester of shorthand, is devoted chiefly to learning 
the fundamental principles of the subject. The text-
book, or manual, for Gregg shorthand, which is taught 
in the Louisville public high schools, is made up of 
thirty-six lesson units. Of these, only fifteen are 
included in the first semester's work. An attempt is 
made to teach pupils that shorthand is a system of 
~-------------------------------------------------------
writing by sound, that the first element in learning 
to write shorthand is to learn to set down only those 
sounds of each word that are heard. Attention is 
called to such idiosyncrasies of spoken English as 
that the letter c actually has two sounds, a k sound 
- -
and an s sound, neither of which is the sound of the 
letter c as it is pronounced in saying the letters of 
the alphabet. From some SlJ ch simple beginning, the 
pupil must learn to write tl for edge, haoo for h.£!, 
bawel for £oi1, and so on. The ability to recognize 
these sound elements is fundamental to the learning 
of shorthand. Considerable effort is made to develop 
this sound consciousness in the first semester. During 
this first semester, also, symbols are taught for all 
of the sounds in English. After completing the first 
fifteen lessons of Gregg shorthand, the pupil could 
write any English word. As a matter of fact, she is 
taught only the symbols for cornman words, most of which 
are included in the Ayres' list of one thousand most 
common words. The pupil must be able, however, to do 
more than this. After she has heard a word and written 
the shorthand symbol fo r tl-le sound 0 f tha.t word, she 
must be able to wri te it 'back, or transcribe it, into 
the conventional English spelling. In the first semester 
;;.......-~-------
of shorthand pupils must learn (a) to recognize words 
as made up of sounds; (b) to write the approprio,te 
shorthand symbols for ti1ese sounds; (c) to transcribe 
these symbols accura.tely into words spelled in the 
conventional manner. Simple letters and articles are 
included in the practice material of the first 
semester. 
During the second semester of shorthand, the pupil 
is taught short-cuts in the combining of the symbols 
previously learned. The vocabulary which must be mas-
tered becomes increasingly difficult. Many pupils who 
do not know the meanings of such words as analogical, 
ethnology, and autocratic must learn to hear the sounds 
of these words, write shorthand symbols for them, and 
then transcribe these symbols into correctly spelled 
English. 
The third semester of shorthand is given over 
largely to taking dictation, which is read "back or 
transcribed, either in pencil or on the type"Nri ter. 
In addition, during the third semester, the principles 
of theory, presented in the two preceding semesters, 
are constantly reviewed. The fourth semester is de-
voted almost entirely to the t8~ing of dictation for 
the purpose of oral or written transcription. 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Par::e 9 
This analysis of the content of each of the 
semesters of shorthand is necessarily very limited, 
but it may serve to give a better understanding of 
similarities and differences in the various shorthand 
uni ts. It should "be apparent that success in the sec-
and semester is dependent, in large measure, upon what 
the pupil has learned during the first semester, and 
that the work of the last two semesters is not con-
cerned chiefly with new shorthand si tu&_tions but wi th 
the ability to use skills developed in the preceding 
semesters. 
The study, in its final form, describes the value 
of various measures in predicting degree of success 
in stenography at Atherton High School at the end of 
each of the four semesters and in predicting degree 
of success through the four-semester training period. 
Tne measures used are listed in Table I. 
TABLE I 







otis I. ~., English 3, 
English 4, Bookkeeping I 
and 2, Spanish I and 2, 
Typewri ting; I 
As above, plus Stene 1 
As above, Dlus Stene 2 
As above, plus Stene 3 
Same as for stene I 
----------------------------------------
Certain limitations of the study are recognized by 
the writer and should be ru~lntioned he~"Le. Tn t~e f" t '-' ~ _L. "!. 1 rs 
place, the number of cases, 225, is not sufficiently 
large to make t~e evidence conclusive on the basis of 
numbers alone. The interpretation of the data in re-
lation to t~e flnoings secured by other investigators 
should, 1:1owever, make t~le fi ndi ":liS S 0 f t~li 8 s tud:;t def-
ini tely u:3eful. Tie findil1;;s will 'oe further restricted 
by the fact t~at the data are all taken frolli the records 
of one school, so t:1.at the resul ts It:U;.:;t not bb inter-
preted &3 of significance for dis5i~il~r school sltua-
tions. A Pli rd, amI perha~) s maj or 1 imi tat 1. 0:-;', previ ously 
discuGsed, lies in t~le use of te&c':1E:rs' marks as cri teria. 
In addl tion to wnat 'las already been ~loi-'1teci out, it s'10uld 
be said t'·U.1.t in th.is partic"..llar field few satisfact'Jry 
criteria have been b~ilt, ~p. The HOK2 Prognostic Test of 
stenographic Ability and a battery of tests especi&.lly 
constructec:. "oy o. A. Ohmann at t~le univer;:\i ty of Iowa 
have not been f01':.n0 tJ 'lave sufficient precl':'ctive v&.lue 
to warr~nt their being used as predictive criteria.1 
I Fo; ;~sul t::; 0 f studies invol vi -'lC ~:le us e 0 f t,'le .doke te st , 
see: Clyde .M. Blancl!cird, "tiesul ts of r:okc-Rol1inson Re-searcl~ Study,!! AmericB.l1 Sho:::!hun,g.. Teacller, 9ctob~r_1028, 
pp. 3'7-39, 44; Evo,-,r.-Jeosnp,iT"Tr1e Ap}).Llcatlon OJ. Prog-
nosti~ and A~hie'Ven:';"~nt TS3to t::l Shorthan(;," The JournB.l 
of Corrmercial Education, J"~me 1928, PO. 1'73-1; Ethelri:' 
Wood, "AnEx"Qeriment ""lith }?redictive Tests in stenog-
raphy, n Tne Journal of ~~.ial Ed.'J"'~ at i oIl, January ~ 928 • 
For results on Mr. Ohmann's tests, see O. A. Ohmann, . The 
Possibility of prognosis in 8tenofSraphy,tI l!l?-ive~istY of 
Iowa Monographs in Education, Rese,arch stll~ In Com-
me r c ~ a1 Ed 'J. cat ion, Vol. I, 1 'J 2 6 • 
----------
The irrrpc rtance of such invest igati ons as the 'Qresent 
one may be indicea.ted 'oJy calling attenti'Jn to t:1e fact 
that whether or not pupils are able to learn stenography; 
whether or not there are posi tions available to t:lem if 
they are able to master stenography; and whether or not 
those who are given the technical training are emotion-
ally fitted to do stenographic work, seem to be problems 
of little concern to parents. Teachers of stenography, 
however, must r3alize tl1at not· only are there not enough 
jobs but that many of their pupils, even after completing 
high school stenography, are actually incapable of carry-
ing on as stsnographers. If it were possible for guidance 
counsellors or teachers to demonstrate to pupils and par-
ents that certain pupils are as unfit to learn stenog-
raphy as to become concert pianists or civil engineers, 
the educational waste involved in having such pupils 
spend four semesters trying to acquire a skill which 
th~y are incapable of acquiring might be considerably 
reduced. Further, the emotional distress attendant 
upon t11.e pupil t s constant attempt to do something for 
Iv11ich she has nei t'1er aptitude nor iYlclinatior. ''7ould 
certainly be, in many cuses, alleviated. Finally, unless 




schools may some day be called to account for thousands 
of dollars spent in the useless attem~)t to educate 
young people for jobs which do not exist. As will be 
seen by the literature reviewed in the followi!1g chapter, 
• 
the widespread interest of investigators in this field 
promi ses much fo.l." t"1.e future. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CHAPTER II 
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 
--------
ON PROGNOSIS Dr STENOGRAPHY 
" 
CHAPTER 2 
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 
The most complete lists of commercial education re-
search were found in the United States Office of Educa-
tion Bulletins for the years 1929 through 1934; in a 
bibliography compiled by Dr. E. G. Blackstone of the 
University of Iowa and published in the Business Educa-
~ion 'World, March 1934; and in the "Commercial Educa--
tion Research Abstracts, It by Dr. Bla,ckstone in the Busi-
ness Education World, October 1933 and April 1934. Gen-
eral educ8,tion periodicals were found to conte.in very 
little· material pertaining to the field of research in 
co~mercial education. 
Two master's theses, listed in the United states 
Office of Education Bulletins but not found in the com-
merc ial education journals, deal with the relation of 
intelligence to commercial subjects: Colegrove, Rosa--
'l'he Relation of Intelligence to the Learning of Short-
hand and Typewriting, Master's Thesis, 1933, University 
of Wyoming; 1 Anderson, Elizabeth Jane--Commercial Sub-
ject Difficulty as Correlateq. witJ:?,. Intelligence ~uotients, 
Master's Thesis, 1928-9, Temple University, Philadelphia. 2 
Two others have to do with the relation of English and 
lUnited States Bureau of Education Bulletins, No.7, 
1934, p. 137 
2Ibid ., No. 23, 1930, p. 251 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
stenography: Schleppegrell, Adolphine Marie--h Compar~­
tive study of the English and stenographic Abil~of 
Commercial Students, Master's Thesis, 1~27-8, Stanford 
University;l Tietjen, Madeline--Is Correct Use of En~lish 
An Essential for Success in Shorthand? Master's Thesis, 
2 
1933, New York State College for Teachers. 
One thesis, unpublished but very briefly discussed 
in the United States Office of Education Bulletin in which 
it is listed, is entitled "The Relationship of Intelli-
genee and e1e Helationship of the Knowledge of English 
Minimum Essentials to t:1.e Student's Abili ty to Tr::mscri be 
Shorthand. "3 It was written as a master's thesis at New 
York University in 1931 by Frances I. Kinne. 120 subjects 
were involved in the study. The abstract in the Bulletin 
says: !I'rhe coefficient of correlation (in every compar-
ison) is so very low that tie only conclusion which can 
be drawn is ti1.a t t1.ere is apparently practically no rela-
tionship bet~een intelligence and the ability to transcribe 
shorthand or between knowledge of ~nglish minimum essen-
tials and the ability to transcribe shorthand as determined 
by the study."4 
Published abstracts of theses on the general sub-
ject of prognosis for stenography may be classified 
1united 
2Ibid • , 
3Ibid. , 
3 I bid. , 
~---------------
states Bureau of Education Bulletins, No. 36, 1929, 
No.7, 1934, p. 142 
No. 16, 1932, p. 355 
No. 16, 1932, p. 355 
p. 183 
into (a) those which deal with the relationship of in-
telligence, as determined by I. Q.., to stenography; and 
(b) those which deal with the predictive value of 
teachers' marks in other high school subjects, or with 
the predictive value of certain Objective tests, for 
stenography. 
Three studies of the rela.tionship between I .~. and 
stenography are aostracted by Dr. E. G. Blackstone in 
the April 1934 issue of the Business Education World. 
One is a study entitled liThe Relation of General Intelli-
gence to Achievement in Shorthand." The investigator 
found a correlation of .46 for 50 first-year Gregg short-
hand students between teachers' marks and I. Q. as de-
termined by the Terman Group Test of Mental Ability.l 
Another study, made at the University of Pittsburgh 
in 1928, inc luded, in addition to the I. Q.., as indi--
catedby the Terman Intelligence Test, the Stanford Re-
vision of the Binet-Simon Vocabulary Test. Correlations 
in this study were .22 between 1. l-i. and term averages 
of teachers' marks in shorthand, and .32 bet1IVeen the vo-
cabulary test score and shorthand scores. 2 
!J'orrest M. Sandy examined the research on the in-
telligence of secondary school commercial students. In 
IMurray, Jean H.: "Tl1e Relation of' General Intelligence 
to Achievement in Shorthand. II Aostract--E. G. Black-
stone, Business Education World, April 1934, p. 507 
2Cooley, Mazie R.: "Relation of the 1. Q,. to Success in 
Learning Shorthand and Typewriting. II Abstract--E. G. 
Blackstone, Business Education World, April 1934, 
p. 508 L-~ ____________________________________________ _ 
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his study he included a summary of the investigations 
dealing with the relationship of 1. Q. and stenography. 
Five studies, involving 1120 C8.ses, were listed; corre-
la.tions between teachers I marks in stenography and I. Q. 
as determined by intelligence tests, ra.nged from .22 to 
.46. 1 (Probable errors are not given and cannot be 
determined from the data available.) 
It would seem, if these studies may be taken as 
fairly sie:;nificant, that the abilities measured by in-
telligence tests have only a slight relationship with 
pupil success in shorthand, as determined by teachers I 
ma.rks. It is possible that teachers of stenography 
will take issue with this concluSion, Since many of 
them feel that bright pupils do make better grades in 
stenography than their average and duller companions 
and at the present time the 1. Q. is tile most widely 
known measure of "brightness. II The fault may lie at 
one end or tne other of the studies---perhaps intelli-
gence tests do not measure the abilities needed to learn 
shorthand; perhaps teachers I marks do not accurately 
evaluate wha.t the pupils learn. The findinp's of the 
studies certa.inly leave the TflTa.y open for further inves-
tigation to determine: (a) what abilities operate for 
1 Sandy , Forrest M.: "A Critical Examination of Research 
Dealing with the Intelligence of Secondary School 
'Vommercial Students. II Aostract--E. G·. Blackstone, 
Business Education Worlci, October 1933, p. 92 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
success in shorthand; and (b) what kind of tests best 
measure achievement in shorthand. The only conclusion 
that may be made at present with rega.rd to the relation 
of I. Q. and stenography is that low but significant 
correlat ion exi st s between scores on existing intelli-
gence tests and teachers' marks as indices of success in 
shorthand. 
There is a larger group of studies on the subject 
of prognosis in stenography on tile basis of various ob-
jective prognostic or predictive tests. Mrs. Sara.h S. 
Whitley is the author of an article entitled "Predicting 
Stenographic Succe ss through Prognostic Te sts. If 1 Mrs. 
Whitley found a correlation of -.589 bet''ireen intelligence, 
flS measured by the Army Alpha. group test, and. time taken 
to complete the secretarial course in the private secre-
tarial school in which she teaches. 2 She also found a 
correlation of -.75 between scores on the Hoke Prognos-
tic Test of Stenographic Ability and tirne ta,ken to COf.(l-
plete the course. The correlation of -.75 is high, but 
it represents a relationship that it is not possible to 
te st in tje ordina.ry secondary school, where pupils are 
lWhi tley, Sarah S.: "Predicting Stenographic Success 
through prognostic Tests, 11 Balance Sheet, March 1932, 
p. 243. 
2W'nere probable errors are not indicateCl they were not 
reported in the studies and could not be determined 
from the data given. 
~-------------------------------------....-------------------------------------------~ 
not advanced according to their ability but as they 
complete specified semester units of work. 
In ~An Experiment with Predictive Tests in 
Stenography," ML" s Ethel H. Wood used score 8 on the Hoke 
test, I. ~. as sho1,lI'n by the Terman Group Test of Jli~ental 
Aoili ty, and scores on the Monroe Reading Comprehension 
Test. l Her measures of stenography were an achievement 
test of eight hundred words and teachers' marks. She 
found a correlation of .463 between grades in advanced 
shorthand and Hoke scores, and .364 between Rrades in 
elementary shortha.nd and Hoke scores. Her study also 
sho,l('"ed a higher correletion between I. Q. and advanced 
shorthand marks than oetween I. Q,. and. elementary 
shortha.nd marks. Dr. Blackstone, in hi s abstr8.ct of the 
study, says: II In ge ner8.l, the te st s inve st i~:ated in this 
study have shown no appreciable value in predicting suc-
cess or failure in shorthand. ,,2 
I'he purpose of a study ma.de by Dr. li~azie :'::arle 
Wagner and :ci;unice Straoel wa.s "to determine whether spe-
cial training in longhand reading; ana. in vocabulary 
analysis improves the ease Vlri th which hig"h school juniors 
lwood, Ethel H.: "An Experiment '!.'"ith Predictive Tests in 
Stenography," Journal of Commercial Education, 
December 1928, January 1929 
2 
Wood, Ethel H.: "An Experiment with Predictive Tests in 
stenography," Journa.l of Commercial Education, 
December 1928, January 1929. Abstract--E. 8-. 
Blackstone, Business Education World, April 1934, 
o. 508 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
learn to read and write Gregg shorthand. ttl In order to 
get paired groups, these investigators sought the best 
predictive measures possible for school marks in short-
hand. J.'hey correlated teachers 1 marks on the first-
semester shorthand examination and. the term average as 
represented by teachers' marks for first-semester short-
ha.nd V'i th sophomore school average, total Regents' aver-
age, sophomore average in English, Terman Group Test 
mental age, Ingl is Vocabulary Te st, Hoke Prognost ic Te st 
of Stenographic Ability, a lO-minute opposites test, 
Buffalo neading: Oomprehension Test, and Buffalo Reading 
Raw Scores. Correlations ranged from .12 betvceen the 
l()-minute opposites test and term average in beginning 
shortha.nd to .65 bet'IJ'Teen the shorthand term exa~inat ion 
cl.nd sophomore school average. The conclusion of Dr. 
Wa:;rner and Miss StrEIbel was: "It will be readily seen 
that the most predictive measures Bvailable, prior to 
actual shorthand ex:)erience, are the school avera~?e for 
the previous yea.r and the Regents' or final examination 
overage of all eXB.mins.tions taken before stuo_ying this 
suoject." 2 
:;'~ost comprehensive of all the studies involving the 
lWagner, Mazie Earle and Strabel, iunice: "Im:;;roving 
::lhorthand Grades, II Business Education World, June 
1935, pages 825 ff. 
2 
Ibid., pp. 825-6 
~-------------------------------------------------------- .... _---- ._--_ ... _.-.. ---------
lioke Prognostic Test is that of Clyde Insley Blanchard 
V"[10 assertlbled the results of C'm extensive experiment, 
sponsored by the Gregg Publishing Oompa.ny.l T11is study 
attempted to determine the correlation between the Hoke 
Test and the Rollinson Diagnostic Tests, and to estab-
11sh norms for the tV'lO "cests, .as shol"n by scores received 
from thirty-seven high schools in eighteen states, in-
cluding tests of 1279 high school stucients. Dr. Black-
stone, in evaluat ing this study, says: lI'rhe estaolished 
norms and coefficients of correlation inClicate that the 
tests considered have less than ten pE::rcent fOI'ecasting 
efficiency. 112 
In tne attem9t made by O. A. Ohmann, of the Uni ver-
sity of Iowa, to formula.te a group of tests of mental 
ability that ""ould measure the capacity of an inciivic5.ual 
to develop skill in stenography, he analyzed the abilities 
needed in secretarial work and tnen built tests to mea-
sure these abi11ties. 3 The results on these tests were 
correla.ted with the results on a. dictation and transcrip-
~ion test. Zero-order correlations ranged from 0.00 to 
lBl~.nchard, Clyde Insley: "Re sul t s of Hoke-Hollinson Re-
search Study, II American Shorthand Teacher.", October 
1928, pp. 37 ff. 
2Bla.ckstone, E. G.: "Commercial Education R.esearch A-b-
stracts," Business Eciucation World, April 1934, p. 509 
30hmann, O. A.: "The POssioili ty of pro;~-nosi8 in Sten-
ography," State Uni versi t y of Iowa, .u.onographs in 




.36. Those correlations ind.icate very low relationship 
De tween Mr. Ohmann I s predict i ve and achievement tests. 
There is marked similarity between the investiga-
t ion reported by Raymond J. Worley ena then:; undertaken 
in tne study herewith described. Mr. Worley's thesis 
is entitled. Relative Value of the. L-9.. and Teachers I 
Aiarks for Preclicting Success in Shorthand. In c.n article, 
"Prognosis in Shorthand, II appearing in the Journal of 
Business Ed.ucation, tiro IVorley discusses the findings of 
nis study.1 He wanted to find out "how well the ma.rks 
in shorthand as given C8.n be predicted from other marks 
as given ana from the I. Q.,,2 He correlated ~arks in 
shorthand with the I. ~. ana '~'ith marks in junior high 
echool English, senior high school English, penmanship, 
modern language, science, and mathematics. He also used 
the multi~le correlation technique to det~rmine whether 
a combinat ion of modern lan,::~uage, jun:or high school 
English, and the I. Q.. was more predictive of school 
marks in shorthand than a combination of mod.ern lan'·~uage 
and junior high school English. Oorrelations in this 
study ranged from .398 between the I. ,~. and marks in 
shorthand, to . 759 between marks in modern lan~;ua.S'es and 
lWorley, Raymond J.: "Prognosis in Shorthand, II The Journal 
of Business Education, Septe:'nber 1931, pp. 15-16 
2 lbid ., p. 15 
----------------------------------------------------------
marks in shorthand. A multiple correlat ion of :noliern 
lani:;uage, junior high school Eng-lish, a.nci the I. Q. 'tlith 
shorthand gave a coefficient of .765, while the relation-
ship amonrr modern language, junior hif:;h school Eng-Ii 8h, 
ana. shorthand gave an index of .709. It 1. 2 evident, in 
.::Jr. Worley's study, that teachers' marks in modern 
lan~;uage have the hig-hest predictive value of any single 
high-school subj ect for stenography, o.nd teachers' marks 
in junior hig'h school En;z;lish the next greatest predic-
tive value. It is difficult to understa;."1d. how 1i ... r. 11!Torley 
could expect to use marks in senior high school English 
as TJreciict ive measures for stenography, which is cus-
tomarily elected in the eleventh grade, or the junior 
year of senior hiF;h school, unless fie included, as senior 
hL;h school .d;nF:li ell, only grade s in so';::homore Eng-lish. 
It is possible that his use of marks in 80:11e units of 
modern language, SCience, and mathematics, may be open 
to the same criticism. He cioes not st8te in his article 
which units of these subjects were included. 
Most recent of the articles on prognosis in short-
ha.nd is that of l:/.i.argaret E. Duncan. l She reviews a 
IDuncan, Margaret 1.: tlPrognostic Testing in Shorthand," 
The Journal of Business Education, April 1936, 
pp. 15-16 
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study uto determine the use of prognostic, standardized, 
and intelligence tests in the guidance of hig'h school 
students in the election of commercial subjects, If 8Uill-
rtlB,rizing the conclusions as follows: "(1) Very few of 
the 8chools interrogated admitted the use of proi!nostic 
tests. The failure to use such tests is probably due to 
the fact that -f)ro:=;nostic tests of proved validity anci 
reliBbili ty for predict ing success in com''Lerc ia,l subj ects 
are not on the market. (2) Standardized tests in such 
sUbjects as English, '3ritnmetic, etc., have practically 
no school use for this 'purpose. (3) Al thoui;h intelli-
gence tests are not accorded as high value today as they 
have been in tne pa.st, most schools use them. There are 
many schools which do not mAke adequate use of ti.1e test 
results after they have been acquired, however. (4) Only 
a very small number of schools used the I. Q.. for guidance 
of pupils into or away from the commercial department. 
Therefore, the use of Objective measure:nents has not yet 
largely affected the g'uidance of pupils with reference to 
their election of COID:-'1ercial sUbjects. (5) General 
success in school is used more frequently than any other 
guidance device because of the convenience 1J'Ii th which it 
may oe obtained, and the ease of interpretation. ul 
10 nOt p. v 1 ., -p ag e 15 
In her own study, Miss Duncan attempted to determine 
whether the Intell igence Quot ient or the term averages 
of teachers I marks in ninth grs_de En;rlish and tenth grade 
En?lish might be used to predict performance in eleventh 
grade shorthand, as measured by teachers' marks. Miss 
.cuncan found a coefficient of correlation of .742 between 
teachers' marks in tenth grade En2;lish and teachers' 
marks in eleventh grade shorthand, a coefficient of corre-
lation of .586 between teachers I marks in ninth grade 
English and teachers' marks in eleventh grade shorthand, 
::Jnd a coefficient of correlation of .491 between the 
I. Q,. and teachers' ma.rks in eleventh grade shorthand ~ 
She concluded, "An 'r 1 of .742 seems hig'11 enow~~h to be of 
practical use. II 2 Miss Duncan also computed the coeffi-
cient of multi~le correlation, which she found to be 
.7576. On the basis of the zero-order correlations and 
the multiple correlat ion, she recommends "this b8_ttery 
of SUbjects for use in the prediction of shorthand 8oil-
i ty. II 3 She recognizes certain limi -'cations, such as tithe 
human element, subjectivity of gra,ding, unreliable in--
struments of measurement, etc., 11 out she makes no allow-
ances for differences in content of both English and 
lOp Ci.t., ') 8.!2:e 15 
n 
h-Op Cit •• -9aO'e 15 
30p Cit. , .page 16 
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stenogra.phy courses in other high schools thc:m the one 
in which Bhe made her study, nor doe s she F-d ve any data 
a.s to the number of pupils i'-ho se records were involved. 
Looking over the literature in the field of prog-
nosis in stenogr8phy, one must conclude that on the bas is 
of studies made a.nd reported in commercial education 
periociicals, there is evidence that intelliiJ'ence, as 
measured by intelligence tests, has little to do with 
8chievement in sten02~r;:r:Jhy, as measureci by teachers' 
marks. It is also evicient that the Hoke Prognostic Test 
of Steno~raphy Ability, in so far as it has been tested 
by the investig;ations re:')orted, does not have a suffi-
ciently high correlation with teachers' marks in short-
hand *or with existing objective diagnostic tbsts to 
make it a satisfactory predictive instrument for suc-
cess in stenography. The atteml)t of one investiflator 
to formulate a set of tests of mental ability that 1~'ould 
predict success in shorthand resulted in very low corre-
lations. Scores on reading tests, voca.bula.ry tests, and, 
in one case, on an opposites test, also have showed very 
low relationship to stenography. In one study only, 8.nd 
that in a private secretarial school, the Hoke test and 
the Army Alpha test showed significant correlations, not 
with teachers' m8_rks as criteria of success ::n sten-
ography, but with t~e time taken to complete the eecre-
tarial course. The average of all high school sUbjects 
for the year prececiing election of stenography and the 
average of all examinations taken before studying sten-
ogra:)hy were found by two investigators, working tog'ether, 
to be the best predictive measures for stenogra:;JhY. In 
one stuciy a significant relationship was found to exist 
between tea.chers I marks in stenography and in modern 
lang:uage 8.nd between teachers' marks in stenogrs_phy 2nd 
teachers I marks in junior high school English; in the 
same stu6.y, multiple correlation showed a hi6h predictive 
value for stenography of a combination of tea.chers I marks 
in junior high school En2'lish and modern languaf7:e. A 
recent study seems to show a significant predictive value 
for stenography of the I. ~. and teachers' marks in ninth 
and tenth grade English. 
The se finciint:;s would seem to indic a.te tnat much 
remains to be done in singling out those factors in 
English, modern language, and intelligence 1'Jhich d.o con-
tribute to success in high school shortl-land. They leave 
the way o:Jen to further investigation of the relation-
shi::;;s vrhich have been found to be of some si[i.'~'lific8nce 
in order to lend further wei?ht to the existing evidence. 
They indicate the importance '\]'Thich may be attached to 
ciiscovering '\JI.'hat sig'niiicance for prediction other high 
school sUbjects may have. The present study is unique 
in that it deals only with successful stuaent s--those 
vrho have actually graduated from the four-semester course 
and evaluates tile predictive value of the I. ~. and cer-
tain high school marks in relation to the degree of 
success attained. 
--- ------------------------------------------------------
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The subjects of this study were 225 graduates of 
the J~ M. Atherton High School for Girls, Louisville, 
Kentucky, who had completed all of their work in sten-
ography in that school and for each of whom there was 
available an I. Q. rating on the otis Intelligence 
Test. Records of teachers' marks were taken from the 
permanent files of the school, beginning with 1930. 
The number of pupils for whom marks were secured, to-
gether with the mean I. ~. for each group is shown 
below; 
Number Mean 
of cases I . Q,. 
February 1930 7 92.85 
June 1930 19 105.50 
February 1931 24 101.58 
June 1931 20 103.42 
February 1932 10 103.00 
June 1932 22 102.05 
February 1933 17 107.00 
June 1933 21 109.23 
February 1934 17 105.81 
June 1934 25 106.04 
February 1935 18 107.83 
June 1935 25 102.70 
As stated in the introduction, this study deals 
with factors affecting or related to varying degrees 
of success in the senior high school course in stenog-
raphy. An effort 'WQS made to secure data for pupils 
who had had comparc.ble high school experience. Success, 
as previously defined, was taken as graduation from the 
course, various degrees of success being shown by per-
centage marks from the three teachers conducting these 
courses at At~erton High School. Records for girls who 
had had part of their work at other schools were ex-
cluded from the study because it was felt that data for 
them would not be strictly comparable with data for 
girls whose entire courses had been pursued at one 
school. Records were not included for girls who had 
discontinued t~e course at any time prior to graduation 
because it was not possible to determine just why such 
pupils discontinued. Some of them gave up the study of 
shorthand because they found they could not do the work 
satisfactorily; some OT them married and left the 
school; some of them became interested in other curricula 
and changed their courses. A knowledge of which of the 
girls who dropped out stopped because of failure would 
have been valuable in the analysis of factors influencing 
success; unfortunatelY~lese data could not be deter-
mined from available facts. 
From the standpoint of educational guidance an 
accurate description--physical, psychological and socio-
economic~-of the gir~ who elected and completed the 
course in stenography would have contributed a great 
deal to this study. As adequate records were not avail-
able, however, such a description could not be made. 
Nevert~eless an attempt has been made to give a descrip-
tion of the girls graduating in 1936. 
Three teachers, who have both stenography majors 
and others in their classes, were asked how they thought 
stenography majors differ from other groups. Their 
statements are given below. 
Teacher A: (Social Studies) In general gir~ 
who elect commercial subjects are quite like 
the others. Because of guidance in the junior 
high school, I feel that in the sophomore year, 
particularly, before drop-outs have occurred, 
many of the commercial pupils are inferior. By 
the time they come to me in senior classes, they 
are very like the average pupils in the other 
curricula. On the whole, even the socio-economic 
status of these girls does not differ greatly 
from that of the academic pupils. 
Teacher B·: (Spanish) It is my observation that 
it does not make any difference academically 
whether the pupil is majoring in shorthand or 
any other curriculum--there are pupils who will 
work and pupils who won't work majoring in 
-----------------------------------------------------------
shorthand, but this situation exists also with 
pupils who are majoring in other curricula. On 
the whole, stenography majors are about as bright, 
as average, or as dull as the pupils in the other 
departments. I should say that, in general, the 
stenography majors do not seem to have comparable 
social and economic backgrounds with pupils of 
other curricula. 
Teacher C: (English) Many stenography majors 
are enrolled in my "remedial English" classes. 
I think, in many cases, such pupils have elected 
stenography because they lack the background and 
money necessary to go to college. Because the 
pupils tell advisers that they cannot go to col-
lege, the commercial majors are often recommended 
to them, without particular regard to their ability. 
I have had some excellent pupils who were enrolled 
in stenography classes, but I do not have as many 
A and B pupils from the commercial curriculum as 
from the other curricula. stenography majors are 
brighter, on the whole, than are the pupils who 
elect a more or less miscellaneous collection of 
subj ects. 
These teachers were chosen because seemingly repre-
sentative groups of stenography and non-stenographY 
majors are enrolled in their courses. 
Stenography graduates of June 1936 are described 
in Table II by their ages and scholastic averages for 
all subjects taken during the final four semesters of 
senior high school as compared with the ages and aver-
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From the data in Table II and from the I. ~. rating£ 
gi ven in the li st on page ~", it is seen that stenography 
majors are not very different from other graduates, teach-
ers' opinions notwithstanding. 
As stated in the introduction, the major purpose of 
this study is to determine tne value of various measures 
in predicting degrees of success in the stenography 
course. The measures used were indicated in Table I ~f 
the Introduction. Analyses of these measures are given 
in terms of Fearson product moment correlation coefficients 
and by appropriate tables. The value of the combined meas-
ures in predicting degree of success in stenography is de-
scribed by multiple correlation coefficients. The various 
measures used are discussed in the succeeding pages. 
The intelligence quotient as an index of pupil 
ability has achieved such widespread popularity in the 
last decade that there are doubtless very few large 
high school~left in the country which do not have records 
of their pupils in terms of the I. ~., as determined by 
one or more of the standard intelligence tests. Frobably 
most shorthand teachers would agree with this writer 
that "bright tl children can be and should be more success-
ful in stenographY than the less intelligent. Research 
on the subject, however, as indicated in Chapter 2, has 
shown, in a number of studies, that the I. ~. has only a 
slight posi ti ve relationship wi th the ma,rks made by 
high school shorthand pupils and is therefore of almost 
no value as a predictive measure in the case of shorthand. 
In this chapter, the writer will add to the findings of 
other investigators the coefficients of correlations 
found between the I. ~., as determined by the Otis Intel-
ligence Test, Form A, and teachers' marks, term averages, 
for four semesters of shorthand. 
All Atherton graduates are required to take two 
semesters of sophomore English, known as English 3 and 
English 4. Iupils w'l:1o elect shorthand are required to 
take typewriting one senester before beginning stenography. 
In addition to t~ese required subjects, most of the 
s~orthand pupils take bookkeeping. In the six-year 
period covered by this study, more than half of the 
commercial graduates elected Spanish. Teachers' marks 
in English 3 and 4, Typewriting 1 (one semester), Book-
keeping 1 and 2 (one semester each), and Spanish 1 and 2 
(one semester each) were selected as the most likely 
data for a study of predictive value, because they pre-
cede stenography and because teachers' marks for them 
were available. 
There is an abundance of evidence that teachers of 
shorthand feel that a knowledge of English is of con-
siderable importance in t~e making of a good stenographe~. 
In an article in t~e ~§lanc~_§h~et, Sister Mary Est~er, 
of ~ercyhurst College, makes the following statement re-
garding a study of transcription errors: "34;'; of the 
total errors are those in English."l In the same article 
she quotes Charles Reigner, author of a widely used dic-
tation book: "'No relation between subjects is quite so 
intimate and vital as that bet~een short~and and English.' ,,2 
She also eluotes l':"azie H.~ooley: '''The biggest :problem in 
teaching short'1.and isn't s"hort:1.~nd at all -it is English.'113 
l"STSTer"'"Mary-"Estner: ---rT1ffiePr"(;1Jlem of Carry-Over of Know-
ledge and Abili ty in Gra:mrlC's, Ari thnetic, and ~{and­
writing, II Balance Sheet, Ja.nuary 1935, pp. 244-5 
~I?~~., p. 245 
Iblo.., p. 245 
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Speaking as a te:;.c~ler of commercial subjects, 
J. ';'1al ter Hoss S2.YS: "In a word, whether we like it 
or not, if we are to improve our products--stenographers 
and correspondents--we must be primarily expert teachers 
of fundamental English •••••• We must teach and reteach 
these fundamentals in an intensive, systematic, thorough 
manner •••••• This improvement, in my humble opinion, will 
be fully realized only when the English department puts 
more emphasis on the mechanics of English."l 
In an article by Edith Hess, she says: "Too much 
emp'hasi s cannot be laid on c\ thorough kno~f;ledge of 
~nglis~ for students who plan to study shorthand and be-
come stenographers. T'1.e student s "lrho have had training 
in English in high school will find shorthand much easier 
than those who have had little preparation •••••• Some 
students will never become good stenographers because 
they are poor in English •••••• The shorthaDd teacher can 
do much to improve her students by cooperating with the 
English department in helping short~and stUdents over-
come t~eir weaknesses.,,2 
!Ross, J. Vl;::.lter: "':[~'1.C't To Do About English," B8.lance 
Sheet, Sept. 1935, p. 37 . -------
2~{e s s, Ed.i th: II ImportLDce of Engli 8h in the Study of 
Shorthand," l~odern Busine ss Educ8; ti on, pp. 7-8 
In discussing his own study, Mr. Worley makes an 
interesting comncnt on t'1e use of English as a lJredic-
tivc measure for stenography. ~{e says: "Just ':1.y il18.rks 
in English should be taken in prefprence to other marks 
does not seeu to be clear in t1.e minds of those who ad-
vocate this policy. It is true that a prospective sten-
ographer (carrying the s~1orthand wri ting a numaer of 
steps farther) to be successful must be proficient in 
English gramnar and composition and must be able to 
recognize, spell, and use properly a rather large vocabu-
lary of words spoken by others. So far as these factors 
are significant, there should be a correlation to the 
extent that the English covered approximates 'English 
situ8tions' which arise in stenographic work."l 
The opinion of these writers on the subject of the 
relation bebreen shorthand and English is typical of 
that of many shorthand teac:1.ers. A study of the rela-
tionship between teachers' marks in English and teachers' 
marks in short"1and should s'b.m'! whet"1er some of the 
writers cited in the preceding paragraphs are justified 
in their insistence on the dependence of shorthand upon 
English. 
-------.. --------------------~.----------
lworley, Raymond J.: "Irognosis in Shorthand," The 
;[~al--2.[_BusineEE_~1~.9.~.!.i£!!, Sept. 1931, p-.-14 
-------~ 
The sophomore English course at Atherton is 
divided into semesters of work, called English 3 and 
English 4. For some years, in Louisville high schools, 
English 3 has been chiefly a course in English composi-
tion, and English 4 largely a literature course. It 
was thou[,~1t that one or the other of these units might 
bi VB d sufficiently nigher correlation wi t11 stenography 
t~rn the other to make it a useful ~redictivc measure. 
If rroficicncy in either English composition or English 
literature seemed to bear a higher relationship to sten-
ography, certain factors might be determined which could 
be used as a starting point from which to develop a 
better foundation for stenography. 
In evaluating predictive measures of degree of suc-
cess in stenography, as previously stated, data from 
twelve classes (February 1930 to June 1935) were com-
bined to secure a total population of 225. In the opin-
ion of the ~riter, this twclve-scmestcr spread h~3 ~ore 
TIleri t thc.n dQta yould h~:"ve for t:1e scu-v:.e nurr..ber of stu-
dents taken from a single semester. Educational guid-
c;,nce, to have l,racti cal "'Tal ue, should :!:lS ke use of fac-
tors that rem&in relatively constant over an extended 
period of time. Since the present analysis covers a 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
six and one-half year period, such factors as do not 
change greatly should be apparent, wit~in the limita-
tions of the data, and general trends, if there are 
any, should be discovered. 
Means of teachers' marks for the 225 cases, to-
gether with standard deviations and ranges, are given 
in Table III. 
TABLE III 
Means, Standard Deviations, and Ranges of 
Teachers' Marks and of I. Q. Ratings for 
Stenography Graduates of the 






















































The {.:leans :for stenoE'raphy c,re slightly hiEher, 
perhaps, than they would have been, had all the purJils 
been included viLo enrolled in the sterlcL,raphy classes 
in the :reE:.rs covered by the study. ,3,eeords of Cirup-
outs Vlere not used in the study, because the criterion 
of success was hiE;h school [radu8.tion, includir.!.[, the 
cOldpletion of four serflesters of sLortLc-, .. nd. ':,ecords of 
~.irls w~o failed the various semester units but viLo 
later cOIlllleted these units are included. The mean of 
104.44 for I. i~. indicates, as miLht be expected, trLat 
;_~irls who cO'''i--leted the high-school course, includirlf, 
four ternlS of shorthc.no., were approximbtely E:..ver'8,!:.€. 
'2:'hey [I'e superior, on the over"a" e, to the usually E:..C-
vii th the st21ldard deviation of the distribution beL.£. 
S.3 is 10.8 probable errors CJ,bove a mean I. ,~. of 100. 1 
}:':E' '-;74;::; 8. 3 37 E~.c. v~ • 
104.44 - 100 ~ 10.8 
.37 
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Product-moment correlation coefficients are given 
in Table IV. These were calcubted by use of the usual 
formula.l 
TABLE IV 
Correlations Between Teachers' Marks In Four Semesters 
Of stenography with I. ~. and with Teachers' Marks 
In Sophomore English, First-Semester Typewriting, 
First-Year Bookkeeping, and First-Year Spanish. 
J. M. Atherton High School for Girls (1930-1935) 
Stenog- stenog- stenog- stenog- stene 
Variable rauhY 1 raphy 2 raphy 3 raphy 4 Aver. 
1. ~. .32t.040 .371..039 .37!.039 .36 -to 039 .44!.034 
English 3 .32t.040 .46~.036 .44~.036 .46t.036 • 52t. 033 
English 4 • 37~.039 • 40-t. 038 .361:.039 .34~.039 .46 t.035 
Type-
writing 1 .38~.039 .40"t.038 • 25"!".042 .30!.041 .41:.037 
Book-
keeping 1 .50L038 • 57'!. .034 .46~.040 .41!..042 .60!.033 
Book-
keeping 2 .44!.040 .531.036 .42~.040 .25~.047 .5l~.037 
Spanish 1 .69 t. 030 .70!..030 .461".046 .49t.044 • 72~ .030 
Spcmi sh 2 . 43t. 047 .43"!..047 .39!..049 .35t..05l .50!-.043 
stenog- \ raphy 1 .64!.027 .48!..035 .47±.035 
stenog-
raphy 2 .52!..033 .5l!.033 
stenog-
raphy 3 .55~.O3l 
Table IV should be read across, thus: First line--
Correlation of I. Q.. with stenography 1 is .32, 
I. E."t.040, Correla.tion of I. (-i., with. StenogrC:.p~'lY 2 
is .37, I. E.~.039: etc. to th.e lcist colunm which 
shows t~e number of cases involved in t~e correla-















F"J.bj':ct L. tt"r of t:1C CO:lI'C:;(,S ir:cl'J d i'l t'lis study 
is vpr~ di~ferent fro~ t~s conte~t o~ t~p stpDograrhy 
course, it i::: not r:.;'u"ri si:l[," t~l"t fe'.-' of t'-1p co:rrel&.-
con~ble cxrl~nation ~or t~i8 seeS8 to the ~riter to lie 
L".i. t"t f&ct t'1C<.t '3ic~ni:::'1 1 3.n::l 2 [,,::lc1 :::;tsnogr8,:\~lY 1 und ;~ 
c.:l'e vC"r~c l,lrc;::ly langu8gi=: :::11bJc:;cts. '."19t t'l(' l"::lation-
l8rit~· ill t"'8 s':'f"cii:::l kind of lear'ning fc-cctors COrJ.E~on 
to foreign l'OmGuagc ;::::1d stenot:rC<.:r;'''1:,'. !n vievi of e'1e 
explanation of t'l€ cont.E::::1t of the steno,sr""ph:; 1 course 
in the intrbduction, this similarity s~ould be apparent 
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The implication of these findings seems to be 
that more attention should be given by guidance coun-
sellors to previous school achievement. In view of 
the low predictive value of the I. ~. ratings, it might 
be well for tea.chers who are trying to find out why 
pupils fail to interview teachers in whose courses 
such pupils have been previously enrolled. The pres-
ent practi ce of examining the 1. '1. rating when a pu-
pil has difficulty and deciding that the problem is 
solved because the I. Q.. is low is certainly not justi-
fied by the present findings nor by those reported in 
the literature. 
One study of 50 cases showed a coefficient of cor-
relation of .46 between term averages in shorthand and 
I. Q.. as indicated by the Terman Group Test of Mental 
Ability.l The coefficient of correlation in another 
study was .22 between 1. Q,. as indi ca ted by the Terman 
test and term averages in shorthand. 2 A review of five 
studies, involving 1123 cases, found coefficients of 
correlation ranging from .22 to .46 between teachers' 
marks in stenography and the I. ~.3 
IMUrray, Jean H.: "The Relation of General Intelligence to 
Achievement in Shorthand," Ope Cit., p. 507. 
2Cooley, Mazie R.: "Relation of the I. Q.. to Succe~s in 
Learning Shorthand and Typewriting," Ope Cit., p. 508 
3Sandy, Forrest M.: "A Critical Examination of the Research 
Dealing with the Intelligence of Secondary School 
Commercial Students," Ope Cit., p. 92 
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Dr. Blackstonp, in "hi's abstract of thi s study, re-
ferred to earlier, says, "T1.i s corrE'ls.tion is larcer thc,n 
the correl&tion for typing, but its prediction for effi-
ciency is only about 10 :percent bett8r than chance." 
Wttgner snd Strobel found a coefficient of .39 between 
:'erm~m Ment;;;,l Age and a s'l1.orthand term examination. l 
Certainly t~e relationship found to exist in the present 
study between teachers' marks in s~ort~and and the I. ~. 
does not justify the use of the I. ~. to predict success 
in s'1.ort1:1.and at At~'1erton, as mea.sured by teach8rs' 
marks. 
The records of those pupils whose I. Q.s were 110 
and above were correlated with shorthand marks. 59 pu-
pils, or slightly more than 25~ of the group had intel-
ligence quotients of 110 or over. The I. ~.s of this 
selected group ranged from 110 to 126. The range of 
marks was 80 to 97. These students obviously would be 
consio_ered defini tely "bright. II Inter-correlations 
were also made between the marks these pupils made in 
t~e four units of stenography. The resulting coeffi-
cients of correlation are shown in Table VI. 
1 . Blackstone,E. G.: "Commercial Education Research 
Abstracts," The BU6i_!,!~ss Education World, October 
1933, page 92 
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TABLE VI 
Correlations of I. Q,.s of 110 and Above 
Wi th Teachers' l::arks in stenography 
And Inter-Correlations of the stenography ~arks 
Of 59 Pupils of the J. M. Atherton 
High School for Girls (1930-35) 
stene 2 st~!h~ Sten. 4 ~. 
------
Stene 1 .7 4-t. 040 .52-t.069 .43 t .070 .40"t..074 
Stene 2 .75"t.039 .44t.090 • 28!". 076 
Stene 3 .56!..060 .11-!.088 
stene 4 .16-t.088 
Table VI should be read across, thus: 
Coefficient of Correlation of stenography 1 
.\ ith stenography 2, .74, Probable Error ~.04; 
Correlation of stenography 1 with stenog-
raphy 3, .75, Trobable :Lrror!" .039:. etc. 
Reacting Table VI c'cross to t'1.e last column seems 
to shov a slight rositive correl~tion between the I. ~. 
and achievenent in Shorthand 1; a relationship of 
.40!.070 is not consid~red highly significant, etatis-
ticelly. In t1-J.e C,lse of t~le ot11.,,:'r t'l.ree uni ts of sten-
The corre~lRtions of .74 bet~een ac~ievenent in 
l' -n d 
-1'0(;(' -'J1'8 in COrl"lOl1 thaD 
cont~nt and drill in +,- r " L ...... 
• 40 fer I. '". :;;,nd ~)ten06r2,rl1Y 1, for bricht [11]9ils, iYJ.-
jurils is siC~ific~ntly ~igher than it is for all pupils. 
A difference Must be equal to four ti~es its ~robable 
error in order to be st~tistically significant. In 
this casp the diffprence of .08 is equal to eight times 
the probable error of t~e difference, .010. 
A second su~ple~ent&ry study was made to determine 
t~e distribution of t~e marks of the entire 225 pupils 
in each O"E' t~1e four uni t s of stenography and the di s-
tribution and median of the I. Q. for each set of marks. 
The results are shown in Table VII. 
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TABLE VII 
.Range and Distribution of Marks 
And Fedi&n I. Q,. According to Iv~arks 
For Each of t~1e Four Sene ster Uni t s of Stenography 






I. Q, • 1/ e dian 
!I2..! _____ -B§:pg§. __ I..:._Q.:. 
10 100-126 117 
57 82;-123 107.5 
[4 80-121 103 
64 86-112 101 
10 B8-110 100 
ST:.::.;nOGi:LEIY 3 
1. ':;;'. redian 
IT 0 .!. ____ .Ii.?:!!S~ ____ I.!_~.!. 
12 93-124 117 
55 87-126 lOB 
100 80-123 103 
51 83-118 102 
7 91-107 95 
STbNOGr-L'l.IHY 2 
I .~. I.e e dian 
liQ_!. __ ;B.sgg~ ___ I_· _:S:..!. 
3 93-118 106 
57 9~:-126 110 
93 86-122 103 
66 EO-118 102 
6 88 ··104 94.5 
I. Q. l,'edian 
~.2..!.-... :t~~n~~__ 1 . ... _~~..!. 
8 101-124 114 
41 86-126 108 
107 80 -1 ~?3 105 
63 EO-120 101 
6 92-108 97 
~~ble 111 shou1~ be read ~cross, as fo11o~s; 
.A cr:,o.,ie of .no i:l 0terlogr~~~r::1~." l ",;r!~,s T1;: o.~ ~O:l 10' 
,'1rile:, t:1C r2,~1i',c:; of their I. ~.s "[He: 100-126, 
~~~ me~l'sn I ~- o~ t'10~~ -~o ~~dp ~ m~R ll~' I. .. ' l ..... _ ........., •  • L ' '~"_ .' .... ...~..I. ..... '.; . J..I. ' ~~ ~_ , , 
A srade of A T~S ~~dp i~ 0tenogr~p~y 2 by 3 
",',p'i1s, t:1e reJ1P:e of t'1.eir I. O .• S "";::),893-118, 
.......... '-' ., 
t~p median I. ~. ~a2 106; etc. 
L- __________ --_________________________________________ ___ 
If T2ble VII is eX~Dined to obG~rve t~e r&nge 
of I. ~. for A, 3, C, D, E [raies (95-100;, 88-94~, 
70-EO~, belo~ 70;, res~ectively), the low relation-
ships shown in Table 2 on ~age ~r8 ag~ln a~p&rent. 
Some pupils, ~hose I. ~.s were registered as low as 
93 on the school records, were able to make grades of 
A in Stenography 2 and 3, while one pU?il whose I. ~. 
~as as high as 110, failed in Stenography 1. Intelli-
gence quotients of 104, 107 and 108 are included in 
the failures of the second, third, and fourth senesters. 
The pupil ~hose I. Q. was the highest included in this 
stud.y, 126, made A in the first semester and thereafter 
dropped to B for the remainder of the course. No 
pupil whose I. ~. was less than 90 made an A grade in 
stenography during the six years covered by this study. 
Marks of A in stenography 2 were made by only 
three of the 225 pupils. Since the study covers a six-
year period and includes ma,rks given by three teachers, 
it seems reasoncble to conclude that Stenography 2 is 
the most difficult of the four units of shorthand. 
These three A grades made by three pupils of widely 
varying abilities, according to their I. Q.s, 93, 106, 
L----________________________________________________________________________________ -
and 118, are another index that the intelligence quo-
tient is a very uncertain guide to pupil :narks in short-
hand. The number of pupils in e~ch of the grade rank-
ings in each unit, if shown on a distribution curve, 
would almost fall into a normal distribution curve, the 
discrepancy lying in the slightly excessive number of 
D grades. 
Inspection of the column of Table IV, headed Median 
I. ~., lends some weight to the evidence of teachers 
whose opinion it is that intelligence plays a signifi-
cant role in a.ehie vement in stenography. In three uni ts 
out of four, the median I. ~. decreases as the grade-
rating decreases. Only in stenography 2, which appears, 
by a nunbe~of criteria, to be the b~te noir for the 
v;oul d- be stenographer, does t'.:li s de scending scale fail 
to appear. 
Moreover, the median I. ~. for failures in all 
units is never more than 100; in three units, it is 
less than 100. This descending scale of medians must, 
of course, be weighed along with other considerations, 
such as the correlations secured and the wide range in 
the distribution of I. ~.s for each grade on the scale. 
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Whether bright pupils do not work up to their capacities, 
or lack necessary motivation, or whether the bright pu-
pils who are responsible for the difference in medians 
in this study possessed, in addition to the abilities 
measured by intelligence tests, other ability factors 
necessary for successful accomplishment in stenography, 
will only be discovered by further research on the sub-
ject. It is evident that pupils of higher I. ~. can 
make better grades. Why all of them do not is one of 
the unsolved problems in the field. 
Table VII shows a total of 29 failu'res, approxi-
mately 13~~, of all pupils who finally completed the 
stenography course at Atherton High School. It is im-
portant in guidance to attempt to avoid these failures. 
However, the range of the I. Q.s of pupils making a 
mark of E, 88 to 110, seems to show that the I. Q. is 
of as little value in guiding pupils away from stenog-
raphy as it is in guiding them into the course. It is 
evident from the data included in Table VII that teachers 
would not be justified in warning a pupil, whose I. Q. 
lay in the range of 88 to 110, not to take stenography. 
Such pupils may fail one or more units of stenography, 
but, in spite of this they may be able to complete the 
course. It was found, in going over the raw data of 
this study, that six girls had failed in two units of 
stenography. The I. ~.s of these individuals ranged 
from 88 to 104, five lying between 88 and 96. In only 
one case did a girl with an intelligence quotient of 
100 fail in more than one semester of shorthand. This 
seems to offer very slender evidence that pupils at 
Atherton whose I. ~.s are above 100 are unlikely to 
fail in more than one semester's work in stenography, 
but this evidence is so slight as to be of almost no 
consequence. 
Fupils whose averages in Shorthand 4 are in the 
range between 70 and 80 constitute an even more serious 
guidance problem than do pupils who fail. This is be-
cause most pupils who make failing grades and have to 
repeat the work of the last semesteror take a special 
examination covering it reali ze t31at they are not ac-
tually able to do stenographic work and usually do not 
try to secure stenographic employment. Pupils who make 
any sort of passing grade in the fourth semester 
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of stenography, however, seem to feel that they are 
qualified as stenographers by virtue of having passed 
the required high school couree in shorthand. Teachers 
know how inadequate are the backgrounds and abilities 
of many such pupils and how insufficient is their train-
ing for stenographic work in a business office. 
Table VIII shows the range of D marks in stenog-
raphy 4, the numbe~of pupils in six I. ~. groupings, 
and the percentage of the total number of pupils mak-
ing marks of D within the six I. ~. groupings. 
TABLE VIII 
1. Q,. Range of No. of I~ of 
Grou;pi!!£ Marks Pupil s Tota!, 
110-120 71-77 6 9.5 
105-109 70-77 8 12.7 
100-104 72-79 25 39.7 
95-99 70-79 11 17.4 
90-94 70-78 8 1~:,.7 
80-89 71-78 5 8.0 
Total 63 100.0 
The largest percentage of D's in Stenography 4, 
39.7%, it is seen in Table 8" was made by pupils whose 
I. Q,.s ranged between 100-104. This I. Q,. range in-
eludes pupils of average intelligence who might rea-
sonably be expected to receive better marks. Only six 
pupils, who might be considered bright, since their 
I. ~.s fell in the group limits, 110 to 120, made narks 
of D in the final semester of high school stenography. 
On the other hand, only five pupils, of the sixty-three 
who m~tde D in stenography 4, had I. ~. sunder 90. In 
other words, about the same number of bright a.nd dull 
girls are included in the list of those making 70 to 79 
in stenography 4. Eight pupils, whose I. Q.s ranged 
between 90 and 94, also made marks of D. The facts re-
vealed in Table VIII seem to lend added weight to the 
evidence of the coefficients o~Correlation shown in 
Table IV, that the I. ~. rating of a pupil has little 
bearing on the marks she may receive in shorthand. 
If the last four figures in the column headed 
"Percentages of Total ll in Table VIII are added, it will 
be seen that 77. 8/~ of all pupil s who made marks of D 
in Stenography 4 had I. Q.s of less than 105. This 
would seem to indicate a general tendency on the part 
of pupils whose I. ~.s are 104 or less to make grades 
that are passing bu~uns8,tisfactory from the point of 
view of guidance into the stenographic course. No 
data are available at Atherton as to the business suc- . 
cess of such pupils. Personality factors and attractive 
-----------------~--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
personal appearance may h~lve made it possible for them 
to achieve success in offices, in spite of the convic-
tion of teachers that these pupils are inadequately 
prepared to succeed as stenographers. On-the-job suc-
cess, however, is no~within the scope of this study. 
The correlations in Table IV, between English and 
stenography, are slightly higher than those found be-
tween the I. ~. and stenography. The range re re is 
. 
• 32t.040 to .46!.036. English marks have therefore, 
in this study, a slightly highe~predictive value for 
stenography than the I. Q,., but~he relationship is not 
high enough to justify using teachers' marks in English 
alone to predict teachers' marks in stenography. Ex-
cept in the correlation between English 4 and Stenog-
raphy 1, English 3 has a noticeably higher relation-
ship with stenography than ha.s English 4, but as the 
difference in no case is equal to four times its 
probable error it may not be considered significant. 
Both the conposition and the literature courses have 
some positive bearing on achievement in stenographY--
evidently English factors must be taken into account--
but neither has the weight that the literature 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
reflecting popular opinion migh~lead one to conclude 
it should have. 
Dr. JlIlazie Earle Wagner, of the Uni versi ty of Buf-
falo, working with Eunice Strable, found a correlation 
of .51 between sOPhomor1English average and the short-
hand term average for 115 pupils. l Mr. Raymond Worley 
found a correlation of .707 between marks in Junior 
High School English and marks in shorthand. 2 The cor-
relation in Dr. Wagner's study is somewhat higher than 
the correlations in this study, but nothing is known of 
the relative abilities of the groups nor of the simi-
larities in courses. Mr. Worley's correlation of .521 
for marks in Senior High School English and marks in 
shorthand is almost identical with Dr. Wagner's study. 
His correlation of .707 between marks in Junior High 
School English is almost high enough fo~predictive pur-
poses, but his findings cannot be compared with those 
of this study, because junior high school marks were 
not available for the purpose of this study. 
The findings of Dr. Wagner's study, Mr. Worley's 
study of the relationship between Senior High School 
English and stenography, and this study are essentially 
lOp. cit., p. 825 
20p • cit., p. 16 
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the same and indicate a definite positive relationship 
between English and shorthand, but they also show that, 
in each of the situations studied, the relationship is 
not sufficiently high to warrant using teacherst marks 
in English as predictive of teacherst marks in short-· 
hand. 
A further analysis of the data of this study was 
made to determine whether those pupils who did exceptional 
work in the English courses also received superior marks 
in shorthand. Table IX shows the marks of pupils who 
receivei a mark of A in English and the marks these pu-
pils made in the four semesters of shorthand. 
TABLE IX 
A Marks 1iade by Pupil s in Engli sh 3 o,nd Me< rks 
Of These Pupils in stenography 
Fupil Mark in Mark 




















Table IX shows that the two pupils v'/ho made nJ[;:rks 
of A in Engli sh 3 also rna,de high marks in the stenog-
raphy course. Fupil No. 87, who made a nark of A in 
Engl i sh 3, TIEl.de two marks of A and tv:o of 3 in the 
four semesters of shorth&nd, but hpr average for the 
Pa;e 5'1 
entire shorthand course was 94.25, just .75 less than 
~er term av~rage in English 3. This would seem to show 
that rupils ~ho ~r~ v~ry successful in the ~nglis~ com-
rosition course are also very good in t~e short~2nd 
coursp. UnfortunRtely, t~e nUDbpr of casps i2 too 
SD811 to '12.\T(": signifi cance. 
The marks of rupils who failed in Engli2h 3, to-
sre shorn in 'i'able X. 
E Karks ~2de by rurile in ~nglish 3 end Marks 
Cf T~ese lupils in stenography 
lur'lil l~G:.rJ.( in l~ark in l/a,rk in Kc'rk in 1\.2rk 





2 68 '79 76 '7'7 73 
34 62 78 23 £iO 86 
55 67 f,l 82 87 85 
59 ,,-0;) 76 1'5 76 75 
"'7 (.1\) 55 81 78 73 82 
c-00 " r 00 79 74 80 74 
76 68 81 73 72 58 
116 6'"' c: 76 73 72 70 
117 67 71 72 65 74 
118 63 80 71 73 71 
138 (;1 66 67 23 '77 
198 64 78 74 80 50 




one or more unit::: o·r fhort'lc:nd. '1'0 put it cO; little 
::liff c re:1tly, t~1e thirteen pupils who made failing 
marks in English composition made only seven failing 
marks in stenograp hy of a po ssi ble fifty-two marks. 
t~c thirtsen failures in ~~Glis~ coupozition, 30 
in Enclish 3 ar p ~ot n~~es2artl~ icstincd to ~~il in 
t~~t no :u~il ~~o failpd the ~nclish 3 CDur::;c Msde a 
It ni~~t ~e safe to 
It U2~ not be concluded, on t~e w2sis 
fail in 
to t~e fact t~at t~e English situ~tions cov~r~d in the 
Engli sh COI:l~~osj tion course do not ap:proxiJ:1c~ te t1.e 
English situations required in stenography. In the 
case of the first two semesters of shorthand, particu-
larly, it may be due to the fact that attention is cen-
tcred upon ID2stery of the mechanical features of short-
hand and that inadequacies in English ability are not 
important. 
While there is some evidence that pupils outstand-
ing in English 3, as shown by teachers' marks, are also 
outstanding in stenography, as shown by the same cri-
terion, there is little evidence in this study that pu-
pi1 s who fail in Eng1 i sh will fail in stenogrc:tphy. 
An analysis of stenography marks for pupils who 
m~de A in the English 4, or literature, course was also 
made. The results are shown in Table XI. 
TABLE XI 
A lliIarks Made by Fupi1s in Eng1i sh 4 
And Stenography Marks for the Same Pupils 
Pupil Mark in Mark in Mark in Mark in M:ark in 
No. :§~~ Sten. 1 Sten. ~ Sten. :B Sten. 4-
----
80 95 79 85 87 86 
105 95 87 86 90 84 
121 95 93 93 91 91 
184 95 87 88 85 73 
191 96 95 93 96 96 
Five pupils mt~de marks of , in the English 1itera-.h. 
ture course, as shown in Table XI. Of these .po .L1Ve, only 
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-one made an A average in shorthand, one made a B aver-
age, and three made averages of C. In two units of 
shorthand, D marks were made by pupils who had made A 
in the English 4 course. If t~ese data are compared 
with t~e data of Table IV, the findings of the correla-
tion studies seem to be substantiated. There seems to 
be a somewhat greater relationship bet~een English com-
position and shorthand than between English literature 
and shorthand, at least for pupils whose work is very 
good in English composition. It may be that t~1e English 
situations of the composition course more nearly approxi-
mate the English situations in shorthand than do the 
English situations in the literature course. 
Failures in the English literature course, together 
vvi tn stenography Illf'rks made by the same pupils, are 
shown in Table XII. 
TABLE XII 
E Marks Made by Pupils in English 4 and Marks 
Of These Pupils in stenography 
Pupil Mark in Mark in Mark in Mark in Mark in 
No. ~!!~ Stene 1 Stene 2 Stene 3 Stene 4 
---
10 61 81 ?3 ?4 60 
95 32 ?8 ?6 ?6 ?2 
102 53 ?9 6? 68 81 
118 58 80 ?1 73 71 
144 61 81 91 92 93 
153 52 81 75 85 ?O 
180 57 79 78 82 6? 
202 65 8? 88 89 82 
206 63 60 66 81 7? 
223 48 76 ?8 81 74 
Par~e 61 
Table XII shows that ten pupils failed in English 4 
at Atherton in the years covered by this study. Of 
th.ese ten, only four failed in stenography. Of a total 
of 40 na rks !!1ade in shorthand by the ten pupil s, six 
were E's; 18 were D's; 11 were C's; and 5 were B's. 
Thirty-five marks, or 87t%, were of C rank or less. 
Marks of B were made in stenography in five cases, or 
l2t% of the total. Table XII might be interpreted as 
showing thc;.~pupils who fail in Engli sh 4 are likely to 
recei ve m8.rks of C or less in stenography, but thi s 
seems a doubtful interpretation in view of the fact 
that marks as high as B were made in stenography by 
pupil s who had failing marks\in the EnglLsh Ii terature 
course. In general there seems to be a tendency for 
pupils who fail in English 4 to have scholarship rank-
ings of C or less in stenography. 
Analysis of the stenography marks for pupils who 
made marks of A or E in English 4 lends ,,:eight to the 
evidence offered by the coefficients of correlations 
between marks of all pupils in this study in English 4 
and stenography. The same analysis seems to show a 
tendency for pupils who make failing marks in English 4 
to make marks of C or less in stenography. 
Par:e 62 
No arguments have been set forth as to why 
ability to type should go along with ability to read 
End write shorthand, but every stenographer must do 
both, and m[,ny teachers have doubtless found that some 
of their pupils do well in both subjects. Intense con-
centration for protracted periods of time and finger 
dexterity seem to be important factors in both. An 
effort was made to discover how great this relationship 
is by correlating teachers' marks in the one semester 
of typewriting which precedes the election of stenog-
raphy at Atherton and teachers' m&rks in stenography. 
The results are shown in Table IV. All of the correla-
tions between typewriting and stenography recorded in 
Table IV are too low to justify using Typewriting 1 
alone as a predictive measure for stenography. The 
correlations range from .25 to .40, about the same as 
correlu. tions between 1. Q.. and stenography, and slightly 
less than those between sophomore English and stenog-
raphy. Mr. Worley, in his study, found that the corre-
lation tlbetween marks in typewriting and in shorthand 
indicates that marks in typewriting are on a par with 
those in senior English as a means of predicting success 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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or failure in shorthand.~l Essentially the same condi-
tion is revealed in this study. Whether these factors 
are general intelligence factors, covered by the intel-
ligence tests, or whether they are specific factors, 
such as eye-hand coordination or finger dexterity, it 
is impossible to determine with the present data, and 
measuring instruments. The findings of this study in-
dicate that a positive relationship exists, but that 
it is not sufficiently high to justify prediction of 
marks in shorthco.nd from marks in typewri ting. 
The marks of A in Typewriting 1 and marks made by 
the same pupils in stenography are shown in Table XIII. 
TABLE XIII 
A Marks Made by ~upils in Typing I and Marks 
- Of These F'upils in stenography 
Fupil Mark' in Mark in Mark in :Mark in Mark in 
No. Typ.l sten. 1 Stene 2 Sten~ stene 4 
81 95 86 84 83 80 
82 98 88 88 83 76 
92 95 97 97 95 92 
105 95 87 87 90 84 
106 95 95 95 96 96 
129 96 82- 82 91 92 
160 96 85 85 87 89 
179 96 94 94 95 95 
186 96 87 87 85 75 
205 96 97 97 90 85 
131 97 94 94 95 91 
135 95 90 90 88 90 
140 95 88 88 86 83 
lOp. ci t. , p. 15 
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Table XIII shows the marks made in stenography by 
thirteen pupils who made A in Typewri ting 1. Of a. total 
of 52 stenography marks for these pupils, 10 were A's, 
19 w~re B's, 20 were CIS, and 3 were D's. 29 of the 
marks, or about 56/~' were B or above. About 44;~ were 
C or below. This would seem to show that girls who re-
ceive marks of A in typewriting are a little more likely 
to receive marks of A or B in shorthand than they are 
to receive marks of C or D. No girl who made a mark of 
A in beginning typewriting failed in stenography. Only 
three marks as low as D, or approximately 6% of the pos-
sible marks in stenography, were made by pupils in this 
study who made marks of A in typewriting. This seems 
to offer some help in the matter of guidance, since all 
pup,ils who enroll in etenography must offer Typewri t-
ing 1 as a prerequisite course. It would seem safe to 
say that if a girl receives Ei mark of A in beginning 
typewriting, the ch&nces Lre relatively high that she 
viill make average or better than c.verage marks in 
stenography. 
An analysis of marks made in stenography by pupils 
who received marks of E in beginning typewriting is 
shown in Table XIV. 
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TABLE XIV 
Marks of E in Typewriting 1 and Stenography Marks 
Of the Same Pupils 
Pupil J.1~ark in Uark in Mark in Mark in :Mark in 
No. m.:..! sten. 1 sten. 2 Sten. 3 Sten. 4 
17 60 67 71 76 70 
26 68 65 78 75 65 
33 65 78 83 80 86 
42 60 79· 77 86 86 
67 68 93 91 91 86 
141 49 82 77 80 81 
142 62 79 83 90 90 
155 58 64 74 83 77 
170 61 87 83 83 76 
201 63 66 74 83 77 
Eleven pupils, of the 225 who enrolled in begin-
ning typewri ting during t::1.e period of thi s study, mCLde 
marks of E as shown in Table XIV. Five of these eleven 
pupils, approxim~tely 46%, also failed in one or more 
semesters of stenography. Of the 44 marks they might 
h~ve received, however, only six are marks of E. Seven-
teen meH'ks fa.ll into the r&nge of D and 16 into the 
range of C. Fi ve ~larks as high as B were m&.de in sten-
ography by pupils who failed in Typewriting 1. The 
data of Table XIV seem to indicate that failure in be-
ginning typewriting is not a safe index of failure in 
stenography. 
It seems safe to say that pupils who make A in 
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beginning typewri tineim3.y be fairly certain of making 
mf~rks of C or better in stenogra.phy, but it is not pos-
si b1e to SE"y 1)y"wt marks in shorthand will be made by 
pupil s who make failing mc;.rks in beginning typewri ting. 
The one exception to this statement lies in the fact 
that no pupil at Atherton, who failed in beginning 
typewriting, has made an A in stenography. 
Bookkeeping, it its subject matter, has apparently 
very 1i ttle iTI\common wi th shorthand. irevprtheless it 
pre cede s shorth[~nd in tbe curri culum, and tbe rela t ion-
ship should be examined whether it proves to be highly 
predictive or not. Of the 225 graduates who completed 
four semest€lS of shorthand, 176 elected one term of 
bookkeeping, and 183 two terms of bookkeeping, before 
beginning the study of stenography. 
The correlations shown in Table IV between teachers' 
marks in cookkeeping and te&.chers' marks in stenography 
are higher, in all cases except the last one, .25~.047, 
between Bookkeeping 2 and stenography 4, than those be-
tween marks in typevfri ting and marks in shorthand. It 
is possible that the kind of finger dexterity that is 
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useful in bookkeeping is more like that required in 
shorthand than is the dexterity in machine operation 
required in typewriting. In three instences--in'the 
relationshif between B')okkeeping 1 and Stenography, 1 
and 2, 2.nd in t'le relations!1ip between Bookkeeping 2 
c:nd stenography 2- -th.ey ore higher t'1an the correla-
tions found in t~is study between sophomore English 
and stenography. Since a great de~l of writing is re-
~uired in both bookkeeping and shorthand, it may be 
th~t skill or facility in writing, whether it be num-
bers of sym~olB, is onp of t~e factors that contributes 
to the fairly hiZ~ rel~tionship found here. Accuracy 
in writing snd co~ying is eSGenti~l in both subjects--
'1crc TliC:.Y lie [:.Dot'1cr cO:''ltri:':uti:1C factor. In 2.dJition 
to t,11J'SE s:;e-cific f8ctors, t"lsre El[.~c be jYl'Tol,TPcl in 
~ot~ CErt~ in fpetars of general intelli~encp t~at ~Pfly 
SOEeV.'12t E-r~ually: no l'vttpr if the sllbjcct be boo](keer-
ing or st(,~1oFr8.-)lrty. It lr.:.o,y uc, of C01J.rse, t'1.::.t nei t11er 
of the specific factors ~pntioned above is of ~ny i~­
ro1'tDnce whatever 2X~(1. t'''F t :3tf'nogrc"<p'1Y 2 &nd 1)ookkeer-
ing 21'e merely bot~ of a certain decree of ~ifficulty, 
I'fC(_liring a cOTY;P'V'''12t si1'.:.iL:r~ezrEE' 01 CC;1cr:.l intpIJi~·f'ncc;. 
.. ill 
re 1 r::.t i Oil ;:.l'1i:r Of' .L 30okkee~inG 1 and 2 to stcnor;-
coef.~iciCYlts of correlc.tion, 
in stenograD~Y snd teachers' ~2r~E in bnclis~ und in 
OU10r studies of tll.is relationship should 
be made to detrrmine whethpr it holds good in other 
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situations. T~e writer did not find such studies in 
lookinC over t~E field of literature on prognosis for 
stenography. 
J'u'1 analysi s, simil ar to analyse s :erevi ouely di s-
cussed for English and typeTriting, was ~~de for pu-
r ils \V'1.0 se marks in Booklcee;:ing 1 were A's in order to 
discover W'12t marks they made in stenography. This 
analysis is shown in Table XV. 
TliliLE XV 
Jtarks of A in Bookkeeping I and 'Marks of 
The Same Pupils in Stenography 
Pupil YLark in Mark in Mark in JJark in :M:ark in 
No. Bkkg~ stene 1 stene 2 Stene 3 Stene 4 
-----
5 97 95 96 95 95 
13 97 91 92 91 93 
87 97 96 91 96 94 
92 98 97 96 95 92 
104 96 89 90 89 92 
121 98 93 93 91 91 
127 95 85 90 78 80 
129 95 83 91 92 96 
179 97 94 93 95 95 
191 97 95 93 96 96 
Table XV shows that only one pupil, of the ten 
W'1.0 made m[-rks of A in beginning bookkeeping, made 
m~rks of A in all four semesters of shorthand, but of 
40 possible marks in shorthand for these pupils, 15 
marks, or 37t/~' were AI s. Fupils w~o made AI s in 
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Bookkeeping 1 made 21 B merks in stenography, of a total 
of 40 marks. Three m8.rks of C and one of D were made 
in stenography by pupils who received marks of A in 
Bookkeeping 1. A total of 36 marks of A and B, or 90% 
of all marks possible, were made in stenography by pu-
pils who made marks of A in beginning bookkee~ing. 
Only ten percent of these rupils made marks of C and 
D. The data in Table XV seem to s~ow that pupils who 
make A in Bookkeeping 1 are likely to me,ke marks of A 
or B in stenography. No pupil who m2de A in Bookkeep-
ing 1, during t?J.e period covered by this study, failed 
in any unit of stenography. 
The analysis of marks in stenography ma.de by pu-
pils who failed in the first semester of bookkeeping 
is shown in Table XVI. 
TABLE XVI 
Iupil Marks of E in :Bookkeeping 1 and 
l:-~arks of tl1e Same l'upils in stenogra:phy 
Fupil Mark in lLark in J.:ark in Mark in Mark in 
No. Bkkg. 1 ---~- Sten.:..-l Stene 2 Stene 3 stene 4 
10 66 81 73 74 60 
51 67 67 85 71 84 
89 63 80 80 85 82 
102 67 79 67 68 81 
119 67 82 81 87 85 
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Ins:pection of Taole XVI reveals the fact that no 
pupil who failed in ~ookkeepin~ 1 at Atherton, during 
the period covered by thi s study, fcdled in ctll uni ts 
of stenogrci.phy. Of 20 possible marks in stenography, 
4 marks of E, 4 marks of D, cmd 12 marks of C were made 
by five pupils who received marks of E in Bookkeeping 1. 
Since 60;~ of t'1e m;,.,rks mo>de in stenography by these 
pupils were in the range of 80 to 87, covered by a 
mark of C, it seems reasonable to ass~~e that failure 
in beginning bookkeeping is no criterion for fail11re in 
stenography. Pupils who fail in t~e first bookkeeping 
unit seem more likely to receive marks of D or C in 
stenography than they are to make marks of E. 
It was shown by coefficients of correlation between 
bookkeeping and stenogr8,phy that the relationship be-
tween Bookkeeping 2 and stenography, as measured by 
teachers' marks, was slightly less t'han the relation-
ship between ~ookkeeping 1 and stenography. A further 
study of this relationship was made by selecting from 
the raw data. of the study the marks of those pupils 
who made A's in Bookkeeping 2 and setting these down, 
together with the marks in stenography. The figures 
[re included in Table XVII. 
TABLE l.~II 
:Pupil JII8.rks of A in Bookkeeping 2 and Marks 
Of the Same Pupils in S t en 0 gra.phy 
:Pupil Mark in l1ark in Mark in ll.ark in Mark in 
No. Bk;tcg. 2 stene 1 stene 2 sten. 3 sten. 4 
5 96 95 96 95 95 
10 95 81 73 74 60 
87 97 96 91 96 94 
92 99 97 96 95 92 
104 95 89 90 89 92 
121 97 93 93 91 91 
150 97 88 93 92 90 
172 96 84 92 92 91 
191 98 95 93 96 96 
197 96 71 78 84 86 
219 95 82 88 81 85 
Table XVII shows t~e m8.rks of ten pupil:= who made 
A's in J300kkeeping 2 c"ncl tileir illcnks in stenograp~y. 
Of these tenrupils .. one mr"de E12.rks of A in all units 
of stenography. nowcver, of 44 marks t~ese pu~ils might 
1.1f; ve rn::' de in st>'; nogra{hy, 12 n:arlcs Viere A IS. Twenty 
One girl, whose mark in 300kkeeping 2 was A, mo.de a 
mark of E in one stenography uni t. '1"1.e 32 Fl8.rk~:: of A 
and B in stenogra!~y, rn~de by pupils ~~o received m2rks 
J:' , • '.-, 1 • ~ r, ,.... + rt ' OJ .I~ In:5oo_ckeer-ln:s." con",tl tu ve 13,v of t,11.8 total num-
~er of ~arks r08sible for such ;upils to make. T~is 
~~rcentage s~ould, ~o~ev~r, be co~rar8d ~ith the 90; 
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It C0P s to lend 
fiab1e to predict a high degree of success in stenog-
raphy from marks of A in second-semester bookkeeping, 
although there is a general tendency for girls who re-
ceive marks of A in Bookkr::e::'i:-~.; 2 to r':;::;~e 2c,tiGf:~cto:ry 
T 'vi.~" i 1 T ~ ::"~: .. ~ ~. 'J f ~ i ~1 ~~':; ') 0 }::k c c ~. i :1::; :~ c\:~~ c;. J -b~ r' :: s 
c _0 t -" (:" ,,)<-.,.2 :~"f' : ~1~' j~ 1:: i ?1 .~.~ t r'}1 o~, 1- c-~ :;,:1.~! 
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~~r~~, vcre ~adp by ~ny pupil v~o ~8d failed i~ Eook-
D'2 ~~d 24 CIS. ~uri~g the years 1930 t~rou~l 1935 
96; of' t-F 
I 
found to 18 ~~rkB of C an6 D. ~~i[ ~oulj seem to in-
~ost people who ~2ve studied in both fields. T~e sub-
s~ir of lo.nguage in bot~ seems to be easy to understand. 
I L---. ____________________________________________________________________________________________ --
Of the 225 graudatrs of Athsrton Hig~ Scjool whose rec-
oris ~le incl~ded in thiz ctudy, 136 elected two se~es-
~h~ correlations bet~een first-se~ester Spanish 
c.n6. tile fir2t ,s.rHl second 2e:"nestcr-s of short'1[;;,nd, .69!.030, 
and .?0!.030, respectively, shown in Table IV, are the 
hiGhest single predictive measures found in this study. 
They are almost high enoug~ to justify the use of 
teachers' mErks in Spanish 1 as predictive measures for 
the first year of shorth~nd. Certainly a relationship 
of .70 between two high school subjects of which the 
content is quite different must represent a distinct 
similarity in the kind of performance required for both. 
All of the correlations between first-semestpr Spanish 
DnCt stenogr8,phy are l1ig11er th&n tho se found in thi s 
study between I. Q.. and stenography, between typewriting 
and stenogrc:;.:phy, or between Engli sh 4 c"nd stenography. 
The f&ct that the correlation between Spanish 1 and 
Stenog raphy 3 drops to .46:'.046 may indi cate that by 
the time the more advanced levels of stenography are 
reached, pupil performcmce der,ends more I<:"rgely upon 
specific knowledges and skills gained in the two 
! 
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preceding semesters of stenogr;p,.y than it does upon 
the learning factors th[.t are common to stenography 
8,nd Spanish. By t:'le time tile second semester\of Span-
ish has been completed, a significant part of t!le rela-
tionship between Spanish. and shorthand has been lost. 
The correlation of .35r.051 between second-semester 
Sp~nisil and fourth-semester shorthand is about like 
t~at found between I. ~. and shorthand. From the data 
'obtained in this study, it would seem that some initial 
intelligence or ability factor is common to both Spanish 
and shorthand but that the influence of this factor 
becomesless and less as the pupil goes into more ad-
, 
vanced units of shorthand. 
The correlations of .69!.030 and .70!.030 for Span-
ish and stenography are similar to the relationship 
JIll'. ';Vorley found between modern language, including 
French, Spanish, and German, and stenography.l Mr. 
Worley found a correlation of .759 between teachers' 
marks in modern language and teachers' marks in sten-
ography. A better~redictive measure might be found by 
using anyone of the languages than by using a combina-
tion of the three, but as Mr. Worley does not state how 
lOp. Cit., p. 16 
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he combined the teachers' marks to obtain the correla-
tions for modern language and stenography, it is per-
haps presurq:,tuous to attempt to evaluate his findings. 
The most significant single relationship found in 
this study is that between first-semester Spanish and 
second-semester short~and. It is the hy~othesis of 
this writer that the relationship is due, not to any 
similarity in the content of the courses but to the 
special kind of ability which is useful in both. Sen-
sitivity to aud.itory stimuli, ability to record these 
in a medium to which the individual is unaccustor:J.ed by 
previous training, end ability to turn this medium 
back into the medium n8"tural to the indi yidual, may be 
f~ctors of this special kind of l~nguage intelligence. 
It would be interesting to tryout this hypothesis in 
a prognostic test, along vdt':1 other hYI,ot1-J.eses suggested 
by the findings of this study. 
&'1 analysi s of tilE: stenography me; rks made by pu-
pils w1:1o receiyed marks of A in beginning Spanish is 
shown in Table XIX. 
TABLE XIX 
Fupil Marks of A in Spanish 1 and Marks 
Of the Same }'upils in Stenography 
Pupil Mark in Mark in Jltark in Mark in lJIark in 
No. §E::!!..:._l Stene 1 Sten. 2 Stene 3 Stene 4 
---- ----
3 95 87 90 90 88 
5 98 95 96 95 95 
33 95 82 80 82 75 
92 99 97 96 95 92 
104 95 89 90 89 9'2 
124 95 91 92 90 93 
191 96 95 93 96 96 
90 95 86 79 83 87 
Table XIX s~ows the stenography marks of eight 
girls who made marks of A in Spanish at Atherton dur 
ing the period of th~ study. One of the eight re-
cei ved mC;1,rks of A in ell four uni ts of stenography. 
Of the 32 stenography mc;~rks the se pupil s might have 
made, 10 illc-o.rks ",; ere A' s, 13 were B 1 s, 7 were C's, cmd 
2 were D's. No PU2-,i1 making a mC'rk of A in Spani sn 1 
failpc. in 8,ny uni t of snorthc:md. Furtherrr:ore, :23 nw.,rks 
of A and B in stenogro.p11Y repre sent a:rproximately 72;t 
of the total marks ~ossib1e for pupils who made A's in 
beginning Spanish. Since no pupil at Athprton who made 
a mark of A in Spanish 1 failed in stenography, and 
since 72% of t 11e stenogra.phy marks possible to pupils 
~ho received marks of A in Spanish are in the ranks of 
A and B, it seerlS safe to S2Y t 118, t a. TIl",.r1\: of A in be-
ginnin[ Spani~~ is a fairly certain index of ability to 
receive average or ~etter marks in 8tenograp~y. 
Gtenoe;rap'hy l'd.rks of pupils V''lO failed in oegin-
2.1'e shown in Table XX. 
TABLE XX 
luril Larks of ~ in Spanish 1 and Esrks 
Of the Sar1e J:'upils in Stenogr8p~'1Y 
Iupil FCl .. rk in I::ark in J",ark in Kark in 
l~o . ~lJCJ .. n ~ 1 Ste~1 . 1 Sten. 2 sten. 3 
------ ------
15 39 51 56 60 
17 64 67 71 76 
63 67 21 78 73 
65 68 79 74 80 
97 ,. '7 1")0 70 76 00 1,-:.> 
102 6'2 79 67 68 
110 54 72 78 80 
116 57 76 73 72 
117 61 71 72 65 
125 64 75 81 87 
133 64 80 79 83 
153 68 64 74 83 
166 64 [:0 82. 85 
190 65 66 79 90 
201 6 ~, ~--' 6e 74 eel 




















it i;:,· :::;''lO'D in Tc Ie T(, ·r, ils('" in c.l1 four units of 
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total of 64 I:12.rks 1'103si ble for t~sse :pu:::ils in stenog-
rnp:'lY, "'ere fc.ilLlg marks . 1'hirty-four marks of D, 20 
ms.rks of C, c:nd 1 mark of J3 v'ere :nade in stenogra:phy 
~Y pupils who failed in the first semester of Sranis~ . 
T~1is makes a total of 86/~ DassinG m<...rks of all possible 
marks . It would see~ that ~u~ils w~o fail in Sranish 1 
~re more likely to pass in stenography than they are 
to fail . Certainly ftiilure in beginning Sp~nis~ does 
not predict failure in stenography . 
utenograpny marks of pupils V' :.10 made r!larks of A' in 
the second senester of Spanish are shown in Table XXI, 
vrhich also includes marks of A in Sranish 2 . 
TABLE XXI 
Iupil 1 rrkE! of A in Spanish 2 and l .l.c.rks 
Of the SaMe rU!,ils in Stenobrap"Y 
Iupil l~ar : in 1:ark in Nark in J\kr in 1lQrk in 
No . Snan. 2 Stene 1 .:iten. 2 Stene 3 stene 4 
- .. --- - --- - ----
5 97 95 96 95 95 
121 95 93 93 91 91 
131 97 94 92 95 91 
179 95 94 93 95 95 
191 97 95 93 96 96 
20 5 95 97 92 90 85 
Ins~ection of Table XXI S'1O'v, s that six pupils , 
V'~10 se recor'is ere included in t'1.is study, IDa.de m rl{s 
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of A in Span i s~ 2 . One of t' ese nupi18 ID2de a ~2rk of 
A in '"' ll semes t Erf of otcnogr · phy . Of t~1e 24 marks 
t~es€ ~irls mi f~t~~ve made in slort ~nd, 11 are mc..rks 
of A, l ? are m3rks of 13, Dnd 1 is D. mark of C. T e 
nc..r1rsjof A cnd B r epresent c... total of 96/~ of all stcno""' -
r<:'1-h/ mar S T' os s i ble for ~uril s Vi7}10 '1.2.de A in Spanish 2 . 
Tl:1i q in' ould seem to ma.ke warrantabl e t~e predi ction 
that pupils who make marks of A in the second semester 
of Spanish are likely to make marks of A or B in sten-
ography. As was the case with pupi ls who made marks 
of A in spanish 1, no pupil has failed in stenography 
at At:'1erton , who made a mc. rk of A in se cond - seme ste r 
Spanis:h . 
The yupil ~~rks of E in S~aniBl:1 2 and 5tenography 
mar'ks for pu~ ils v,ho r ~ c eive d marks of E in Spanish 2 
~re shown in Table XXII . 
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T . U. XXII 
Pupi l Marks of E in Spani:::h 2 and l,~arks 
Of the Same J: urila in stenograJ,J:1.Y 
F l::: il I"ark in lilark in Mark in lv1ark in Mark in 
No . Spag_. g sten . 1 sten . 2 sten . 3 sten . 4 
-----
19 68 84 79 80 81 
31 68 89 83 70 87 
41 24 79 eo 77 70 
48 64 76 75 85 85 
~7 68 76 78 55 81 
59 51 76 75 76 75 
60 53 71 74 80 73 
102 66 79 67 68 81 
110 53 72 78 80 76 
116 61 76 73 72 70 
122 46 74 75 eo 73 
132 48 84 87 77 79 
141 57 82 ?? 80 81 
161 64 71 78 73 77 
163 49 84 78 80 80 
193 57 80 86 87 84 
198 55 78 74 80 50 
210 67 84 81 78 76 
None of t"le eie:bteen girls vho fa il ed in S}:'an-
S110,"n in Tablp XXII, f2.iled all :mi to of 
stenogr;).lJ~:" . Four m&.rks of E were Gd.de in E:tenoc;r<::..pb.y 
~ these rup ils, 39 n~r~e of D, 28 ID2rks of C, &.d 1 
m::..rk of B . Ap:9roJ..imb.tely 96,b of t'1.e !!larks t"le2e pupils 
micl-J.t 'lave made in stenogra!"1Y are passing ma rks . 
A?parent l failure in second - semester panish , like 
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failure in first - semester SpanIsh , is no certe-in cri-
terion of failure in stenogr aphy . 
The findtn,;;s of this chapter with regard to the pre-
dictive val ue of sophomore ..... nJlish , bookkeepin~ , typmlritinr , 
and Spani~h for steno ,raphy are shown below . In reporting 
the compari~ons bet'ween high ar..d low marks , the Vlri ter is 
merely setting down fa cts as they appear in the school rec-
ord:s-- these comparisons do not have the vleight nor accuracy 
of the correlation coeff~cients . 
(1) Coefficients of correlation between teachers ' 
marks in the nglish 3 , or composition course , 
at Atherton High School, and teachers ' 'larks ir.. 
the four seL'!es tcr units of steno raphy ran e be-
tween . 32 , with a probable error of t . 040 , and 
. 46 , 'liT:!. th a probable error of .1'. 036 . These cor-
relat._ons indicate a posi ti ve , but not sign_fi-
cant relationsh p between teachers ' marks in the 
two sub "ects . 
Pupils who made '1larks of A Ir.. the Enrrl ish 3 
course also made marks of 
nography . 
in all units of ste -
pproximately 87/t of the stenop;raphy marks 
of pupils vlho failed in the English 3 course are 
marks of D or C. 
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(2 ) Coefficients of correlation between 
teLc~prs' marks -in t~e En~lis~ 4, or litera-
ture course, and teac~ers ' marks in sten-
ogrzrhy ranGe between . 34, wit~ a probable 
error of ~. 039, and . 40, with a probable 
error of !. 038 . These correlations are 
sli£htly, but not significantly lowe r th.an 
the correlations found to exi at behveen 
t eac~e rs ' mcrks in English 3 and teachers ' 
rncrks in stenoGrE~hy. They also indicate 
~ positive, but not significant relations i~ . 
Yo pu:pil 1rho received a mark of A in 
Enclish 4 feiled in stenograrhy. 
85) of t e PUlli l s V'10 fai led t~e 
Engliph 4 course made passing marks in all 
uni t s of stenograp11Y . 
(3) Copfficient~ of correlation between 
t~ac~ers' marks in be~inning t pe-riting 
~nd teFchers ' m~rke in stcnObr& ~y range 
Jet~een , 05, -i th a probable error of 
~. 042, and . 40, with a :robable error of 
~. 038. These correlations are slightly 
... 
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l ess t~an t~e c o rr8latio~s found to exist 
between teac'lers ' marks in Engli sh 3 and 4 
und teachers ' Barks in stenob raD:1Y . 
~2lysis of IDLrks in stenogra ~y for 
:91.1.1)ils .... ho receive marks of f: in beginning 
ty~ewritin~ s~~ s t' at suc~ u~i18 ~~ve 
me-de ~ aSsLl2: rr.cU.r~p in [.11 units of 
86,; of t'",-", me rks .:..de in st·-no r",,:--'lY 
by pupils ' ~o f~iled i~ ~y~e~riting 1 ~re 
pc;.z sing m~rk s . 
(4 ) Joefficients of cOlr~latio~ bet~een 
t8~ch~rs ' nark3 i~ t~e be:inninc course in 
bookkeeping aJ..d tcac'1ers ' ffic..rks in stenog-
r..;,r"l:ly r~nge from . 41 , '.'li t'1. a probable error 
of t. 042, to . 57, rit~ a probable error of 
t . 034 . :'h",'se corr('l&tions [.re 'lig.ler t"1an 
tl'lO se bet-."ee tpac1-J.ers ' m:- r ks in SO!'lho~::lOre 
Enllish or teaclers ' mar s in beginning 
ty~ewritinG and teachers ' marks in 
stenograp~ . 
Marks of A and E constitute 90~ of 
all marks made in stenograp'1.Y by pupi ls 
\v11.0 r.lade _ in 1300kkeering 1. 
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1, li"arks of .Q and Q consti t wte 75/; of 
all marks poss i ble for ~upils ' ~o fail in 
first - se~ester b ookkeepinb ' 
(5) :oef~icients 0; correlation betTIeen 
teac ers ' ~ar s in t18 Dec ond semestpr of 
boo~keering and teachers ' narks in stenob -
rap'l-),y range betv."een . 25 , vtith a lrobe.bl e 
error of ! . 047, and . 52, .ri t'l-), a probable 
error of t. 036. m~e ~ighest correlation 
is great"'r t'l-),an c;,ny of t 11e correlations be -
t,een teac~ers ' marks in s ophomore Enbli sh 
or teachers ' mar _-s in beginning tYre 'ri ting 
and teac11.ers ' 1"lc.rks in stenoe,;rap'hy . 
73/t of the stenogra.l:'hy marks poss i ble 
~o ~?upils who r.lade ~ in Eo okkeer inc 2 are 
marks of A and 13 . One pupil who made A in 
Bookkeep ing 2 failed in t~e fourth semester 
of shorthand . 
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Approximately 96% of all stenography 
marks made by pupils vlho failed in Book-
keeping 2 are marks of C or less . 
( 6 ) Coefficients of correlation between 
teachers ' marks in the first semester of 
Spanish and teachers ' marks in stenog -
raphy range betveen . 46, with a probable 
error of !. 046, and . 70, with a probable 
error of ! . 030 . Two of the correlat ions, 
. 69 ~ .030 between teachers ' marks in Span -
ish 1 and teac~ers ' marks in Stenography 1, 
and . 70 !. 030 between teac~ers ' marks in 
Sp8nish 1 and teechers ' marks in St en og-
r a hy 2, a r e Ple most significant s i ngle 
predictivp mearures found in this study. 
7 2/~ of the steno;ra 'tJ.y marks po ssi b1 e 
for girls r~o received narks of A in B~an­
ish 1 c.re marks of A and B. 
Of t'tJ.e stenogre, Jh marks t ha.t might 
be r~8de ')y girls 'ho fc il ed in Branis'']. 1, 
86/~ ere ro.ssing mar s. 
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(7) Coefficients of corre12tion between 
tec::.C'1ers ' r~c.r s in t'1P second semester of 
S~.,. "li S'l and teacl-].ers ' marks in stenogrccI' Y 
rangp from . 35 , rith a probable error of 
"t. 051, to . 43, ' ith a probable error of 
t.. 047. These correlations are comp~;:,ra,ble 
to correlations between teac' ers ' marks in 
English and tYrevritinr and te~c~ers ' marks 
in stpl1osraT''1y. 
96,; of ~'ll stenobr:..!:'· y mu.rks m:::..c e by 
:u~ il"" "'10 recoiypd T"l<...rks of A in S~,anis~'l 2 
~re merks of 2nd B. 
p~ro::d 2tcl;:,r 96/~ of 211 stenogra,i.'1Y 
marks m de by pupils vl-].o failed t~e Sr~n ­
ish 2 course are EHrks of D 0 better . 
(8 ) Ec.ch of t~e measures uEed has a sliL~tly 
hieher value for rredict inG th cver&:es of 
n&rrs _sceivsd in t~e entire stenob=a~ 
co~rce t~~n any sin~le ~e&s~re ~&5 for 
rrecict i ng t~e m~r -s of a civen sem~ster'3 

The extent t:) which degree of success in each of 
the four semesters of steno~raphy is identical was 
analyzed by t~e use of the partial correlation tech-
nique. By making use of t:1e zero order coeefficients 
of correlation among the stenography variables of the 
sutdy, partial coefficients were determined for these 
variables by the basic formulas. l The partial corre-
lation coefficients a.re shown in Table XXIII. 
TABLE XXIII 
Partial Correlation Coefficients Computed From 
Zero Order Coefficients for Teachers' Marks In 
stenogranhy at Atherton High School 
1~30-1935 
(Variable .... l rna "':{S in Stenor.sra.phy 1 ; 
Variable ... 2 marks ~.:1 Stenogro.p1.1Y 2; etc.) 
Variables 
r 12.34 
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Table XXIII should be read across, thus: 
The relationship between success in ste-
nography 1 and steno12:ra0hy 2 , exclusive 
or indeuendent of success in stenography 
3 and 3t.en:)-gr2.9hy 4 is represented by a 
correlation coefflcipnt of .4?2--the 
Probable Error of t""is coefficient is 
-t.C35. 
lDunlap and Kurtz, A. L.: Handbook of Statistical 




Since the partial correlation coefficient rep-
resenting the relationship betmeen stenography 1 and 
Stenogr~phy 2, exclusive of Stenography 3 and Stenog-
raphy 4, is, as shown in Table XXIII, sufficiently 
high to be more than thirteen t in.es its probable er-
ror above zero, it may be said that success in the 
first two semesters of stenography at Atherton High 
School is dependent upon factors which bear no rela-
tionship to degree of success in the third aau fourth 
semesters. What these factors are is, of course, not 
revealed by the correlations themselves. 
The oth~r partial correlation co~fficients should 
'oe interpreted in a manner i<ientical with that given 
above. Attention should be called to the fact that 
common factors operate to produce success in stenogra-phy 3 
and steno,q:ranhy 4, a.s m,ell as in Stenography 1 and 2. No 
other significant unique relationship is indicated in 
the coefficients of correlation of Table XXIII. In other 
words, success in the stenography courses at Atherton 
High School is due l&.rgely to common elements operating 
throughout the four semesters. Some unique factors 
------------------------------------------------------------------
operate to determine success in Stenography 1 and 2 
and in StenograQhy 3 and 4, but it is not possible 
to determine the exact nature of these factors from 
the data of this study. It seems to the writer that 
these factors are inhprent in the courses rather than 
that they are due to idiosyncrasies of the teachers' 
marks. This belief is substantio.ted by the fact that 
while the same three teachers have taught all of the 
stenography courses at Atherton High School during 
the thirteen semesters covered by the study, the 
same teacher has never been consistently assigned to 
teach any particular semester unit. The writer has, 
during this period, taught some classes in each unit. 
Multiple correlation copfficients, showin~ the 
value of certain c olJ~b ined me asure s for predi c ting 
teachers' marks in each semester unit of stenography 
1 
were computed by the usual formula. The results are 
shown in Table XXIV. 
IDu~la~~-;~,nd Kurtz, A. K.: Handbook of Statistical 
No.mog,ra-phs, Table s, and :Fornrulas, Formula 321 
TABLE XXIV 
Multiple Correlation Coefficients Computed From 
Zero Order Coefficients Between Marks In Certain 
Combined Measures and Teachers' Marks 
In stenography at Atherton 
High School (1930-1935) 
Combined Measures Stene 1 Stene 2 stene 3 Stene 4 
Rl •23 Rl.23 Rl.23 Rl.23 
I. Q..--English 3 .371:.039 .41~.037 .401:-.033 .41:1: .037 
I. Q..--English 4 .41'1".037 .35~.039 .38:!:.039 .371:.039 






I--Bkkg. 2 .52!".03G .45:!:.041 .37!.. 0 44 .31:!:".O46 
l--Span. 2 .701:.030 .641;. .O3( .461..046 .463:.046 
l,-Sten. .", .43-r..036 .54 t.032 .:-
l--Sten. 3 .53~.032 
2--Sten. 3 .61't:..028 
This table should be read across, thus: 
The value of teachers' marks in English 3 
and the I. Q.. for predicting success in 
StenograDhy 1 is represented by a coef-
ficient of multiple correlation of .37--
the Probable Error is:!: .039; the val ue of 
the I. Q.. and teachers' marks in English 3 
for predicting success in stenography 2 
is represented by a coefficient of ~'!Ul­
tiple correlation coefficient of .41--
the Probaole Error is 1.037; etc. 
The range of coefficients of mul tiple correla.tion, 
shown in Table XXIV, does not di ffer greatly from tile 
range of zero order correla.tions shown in Table IV. 
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Data were secured from the perm~nent files at Ather-
ton High School for 225 graduates wh.o h&.d completed the 
stenography course during the years 1930 to 1935. From 
these dat~ the influence of certain measures upon the de-
grees of success in stenogr~phy, as me2sured by teacherst 
marks, was determir.ed. The predictive measures used were: 
I. G". rating, teachers' marks in Engli sh, typew-ri ting, 
bookkeeping, and Spanish courses precedirg election of 
stenogra~hy. These measures were related by correlation 
techniclue and by the use of t&bles to degrees of success 
in each of t''J.e four semester uni ts of stenography a,nd in 
the four-semester average of stenogra~hy. 
The findings, in general, are much like t~e findings 
of studies previously reported in t~e literature. They 
may be summc.ri zed as follows: 
(1) The I. ~. rating is not a satisfactory index 
of pupil success in stenography, as 8110\':n by 
teachers' marks. For pupils whose I. (,:,. rat-
ings are 110 or higher, the 1. Q,. has a sig-
nificantly higher predictive value than it 
has for all pupils. The performance of bright 
pupils is more consistent through the four 
semesters of stenography than is the perfor-
mance of the entire group. 
(2)Despite the apparent relationship between Eng-
Ii sh and stenography, teachers t n12rks in the 
sophomore course in English at Atherton High 
School do not show a sufficiently high rela-
tionship with teachers' marks in stenography 
to warrant using them as measures predictive of 
degrees of success in stenography. 
(3)Marks in typewriting hc:cve a definite positive 
relationship with marks in stenography, but this 
relationship is not sufficiently high to indic-
ate its use in prediction. 
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(4) Teachers' marks in the first semester of book-
keeping have a higher positive relationship 
with teachers' marks in the first two semes-
ters of stenography than have the I. ~. rating 
or teachers' marks in Sophomore English and 
beginning typewriting. 
(5) Teachers' marks in the first two semesters of 
Spanish bear the highest relationship found 
in thi s study wi th teachers' marks in t'1e first 
two semesters of stenography. 
(6) The best measures found in this study for pre-
dicting success in stenography 3 and 4 are marks 
in Stenography 2 and 3, respectively. 
(7) There seems to be a trend indicated for girls 
who make marks of A in English, beginning Type-
writing, the first two semesters of bookkeep-
ing, and the first t~o semesters of Spanish to 
earn satisfactory marks in stenography. 
(8) Girls who have received failing marks in certain 
subjects preceding stenography have not invari-
ably failed in stenography. 
(9) All of the measures considered have a slightly 
higher predictive velue for t"0.e four-semester 
stenography average than they have for any of 
the single-semester averages. 
(10) On the basis of t~e partial correl&tions cal-
culated, it may be said t~&t specific factors 
operate to produce success in Stenogrc;,phy 1 and 
Stenography 2, and in Stenography 3 and 4. 
(11) Combining various measures used in t:1.e study by 
mul tiple correlE~tion technique give S F. somewh""t 
better predictive ~easure than using the single 
measures. 
Further 8.nd more extensive studie s should be mc:::de in 
this field to 'bring about an adequLte guide.nce program for 
pupils who wish to elect the stenography course. An at-
tempt should be made to discover what predictive value for 





cover the significance of the total sophomore average 
as an index of success in stenography; to discover the 
significance of tec"chers t marks in high school subj ects, 
other than those included in this study, for prediction 
of marks in stenography. 
Finally, if the stenography course is to continue to 
be largely vocational in aim, studies should be made to 
discover the relationship between school success andbusi ... 
ness success to bring about more adequate guidance into 
the stenography classes in the schools and better prep-
aration and guidance for future employment. 
-
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78 86 87 
81 80 84 
97 90 95 
81 75 83 
79 77 75 
91 91 88 
83 70 83 
76 61 81 
87 86 87 
86 79 89 
89 86 91 
74 77 71 
74 84 51 
86 82 88 
71 73 67 
78 70 60 
90 89 84 
82 84 88 
77 87 85 













































79 85 71 65 80 82 104 
73 84 79 88 98 
88 83 93 94 95 92 101 
87 84 79 84 83 83 106 
95 88 97 96 98 97 106 
76 81 85 86 75 80 88 
84 88 84 75 90 81 104 
77 83 88 83 87 91 113 
74 99 104 
60 90 66 95 77 70 102 
88 80 79 70 107 
87 93 87 91 88 84 113 
93 83 97 93 93 92 113 
84 90 83 





81 90 85 84 81 81 96 
70 60 81 71 64 
76 72 80 84 
97 
96 
81 74 75 70 71 68 113 
73 92 89 93 87 93 101 
75 83 86 72 87 83 93 
85 85 83 86 80 70 99 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
Pupil Eng Eng Steno Steno Steno Steno Typ Bkkg Bkkg Spa.n Span I.~. 























73 89 72 
81 80 93 
90 87 92 
70 85 85 
78 80 65 
80 76 89 
81 76 75 
74 71 84 
78 76 89 
77 77 79 
88 87 82 
62 71 78 
85 78 83 
76 83 75 
84 84 82 
85 81 75 
73 74 80 
73 75 79 
77 70 79 
79 87 79 
73 90 86 















































90 83 85 79 





65 68 75 79 73 80 96 
82 86 
79 84 90 81 




87 90 72 70 75 68 104 
84 73 86 71 76 75 107 
75 80 80 86 95 84 101 
86 65 89 
85 80 86 85 81 93 89 
64 80 77 73 
80 87 
76 72 75 71 
74 76 80 64 






70 81 84 84 72 24 92 
86 60 82 73 89 89 93 
81 85 91 82 108 
70 72 86 77 83 75 109 
---------------------------------------------------------------
'" 
Pupil Eng Eng Steno Steno Steno Steno Typ Bkkg Bkkg sulan Span LQ. 























83 76 90 
83 76 77 
75 75 80 
79 87 76 
90 92 77 
83 88 85 
75 81 07 
77 79 88 
84 92 76 
81 81 83 
67 75 81 
84 79 77 
76 80 '76 
73 71 83 
65 78 76 
74 74 71 
83 83 89 
71 74 '77 
55 '77 81 
78 86 90 
66 70 79 













































76 92 93 91 90 89 104 
76 80 76 72 
88 81 80 71 
101 
98 
85 72 74 79 75 64 100 
81 82 86 81 108 
85 87 91 92 85 82 101 
84 93 67 74 
88 73 73 81 
105 
106 
83 85 84 89 84 79 112 
82 91 80 80 100 
85 85 89 85 81 76 97 
86 72 89 82 112 
81 77 86 83 71 68 104 
78 86 83 77 91 
75 74 72 71 82 51 100 
73 78 88 79 80 53 91 
84 90 72 75 86 74 110 
82 76 80 81 106 
82 '78 84 '77 67 78 103 
85 91 84 92 83 77 106 
74 74 74 76 68 81 95 
83 '73 98 
Pupil Eng Eng Steno Steno Steno Steno Typ Bkkg Bkkg Span Span LQ. 























79 87 93 
90 85 93 
90 91 81 
85 84 79 
81 85 79 
91 87 88 
74 79 75 
74 81 76 
92 83 82 
68 79 81 
85 87 94 
80 86 87 
;:11 90 86 
77 95 79 
'18 82 86 
70 77 88 
75 81 82 
79 89 82 
88_ 94 88 
87 86 88 
95 87 96 













































86 68 89 89 84 78 113 
88 90 
78 78 80 87 
107 
104 
82 85 89 79 85 87 107 
73 77 74 85 84 85 106 
91 81 
81 81 72 71 
88 90 120 
102 
80 79 77 72 72 86 95 
87 83 88 88 
58 bO 81 80 
102 
92 
79 85 90 89 87 94 103 
85 88 82 73 80 70 109 
81 80 
86 87 




76 98 81 76 75 84 99 
80 91 81 62 





93 88 87 87 86 87 114 
94 94 97 97 120 
84 90 92 81 80 82 106 
------------------------------------------------------------------
Pupil Eng Eng Steno Steno Steno Steno Typ Bkkg Bkkg Span Span I.Q. 
3 4 1 2 3 4 1 1 2 1 2 
89 80 '72 80 80 85 82 73 ' .,. 54 78 77 86 0':> 
90 91 87 86 79 83 87 72 95 92 112 
91 '10 '73 70 81 83 75 83 87 79 79 78 92 
92 91 93 97 96 95 92 95 98 99 93 94 118 
93 80 81 75 83 85 89 80 86 
94 85 86 72 75 79 80 88 116 
95 76 32 78 76 76 72 82 73 70 100 
96 '12 75 91 91 87 89 89 110 
97 82 71 72 70 76 71 73 71 70 63 70 97 
98 82 72 87 80 82 77 77 77 72 103 
99 83 89 86 84 86 86 85 0'7 vU 90 110 
100 81 83 85 83 84 80 75 87 91 90 82 107 
101 80 83 90 80 80 75 84 73 '77 8 7 '-' 78 108 
102 73 53 79 67 b8 81 81 67 83 62 66 91 
103 87 89 89 82 90 87 86 84 '17 101 
104 91 88 89 90 89 92 83 96 95 112 
105 84 95 87 86 90 84 95 84 90 85 86 111 
106 92 94 95 93 96 96 95 124 
107 89 85 92 90 90 91 86 109 
108 89 93 91 90 87 85 82 123 
109 86 '78 85 95 98 89 87 85 92 93 
110 '73 70 72 78 80 '76 84 72 52 54 53 89 
~-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Fu-oil Eni2~ Eng steno Steno Steno Steno Typ Bkkg Bkkg Sf Jan Span 1.~. 























88 78 85 
'17 79 74 
79 78 89 
76 86 84 
75 83 80 
68 80 76 
67 78 71 
63 58 80 
85 80 82 
77 78 82 
90 95 93 
75 73 74 
'jQ 84 80 
88 91 91 
75 70 75 
83 75 93 
88 90 85 
81 70 75 
87- 82 83 
84 89 97 
88 92 94 













































88 85 85 86 87 8e 107 
78 77 77 78 101 
80 92 82 89 80 80 103 
81 84 92 79 81 79 109 
82 86 82 82 83 87 94 
70 70 72 64 57 61 107 
74 94 74 78 61 79 94 
71 83 78 68 73 73 83 
85 81 67 77 86 78 101 
77 82 90 85 81 74 105 
91 92 98 97 93 95 123 
73 91 75 72 46 109 
72 78 82 84 80 78 102 
90 93 86 94 89 95 113 
82 78 75 64 72 86 
80 74 105 
80 91 95 89 90 87 116 
82 79 85 83 90 77 90 
96 94 95 91 89 87 112 
81 78 89 92 93 93 109 
91 97 91 94 94 97 107 
79 89 88 76 76 48 101 
----------------------------
Pupil Eng Eng Steno Steno Steno steno Typ Bkkg Bkkg slDan Snan I.Q. 
























70 70 80 
86 83 95 
92 85 90 
76 80 78 
76 74 84 
61 77 66 
90 90 78 
86 84 88 
74 85 82 
86 70 79 
92 88 91 
77 61 81 
84 88 90 
81 86 77 
74 89 92 
81 90 71 
87 81 85 
85 90 88 
78- 92 90 
79 82 91 
75 52 81 













































75 78 80 73 64 74 100 
91 87 92 85 
90 95 94 92 




81 81 87 80 83 75 112 






81 49 70 64 79 57 85 
90 62 81 82 83 80 101 
92 90 92 86 123 
93 82 89 87 74 7'7 108 
94 84 110 
82 80 77 70 79 86 104 
80 89 78 79 88 84 105 
87 84 72 70 83 77 112 
86 79 87 85 77 86 118 
90 90 84 97 91 89 98 
96 87 83 76 88 93 101 
74 71 86 89 81 82 101 
70 87 87 79 72 84 98 
85 72 90 83 83 82 113 
Pupil Eng Eng Steno Steno Steno Steno l'yp Bkkg Bkkg Span Span LQ. 
3 4 1 2 3 4 1 1 2 1 '"' t:i
155 80 74 64 74 83 77 58 74 81 68 86 103 
156 83 81 86 92 89 83 79 85 92 87 88 118 
157 77 82 87 84 83 88 92 76 80 96 
158 74 80 85 85 82 91 93 73 82 97 
159 88 92 94 90 91 90 85 94 94 107 
160 82 85 85 88 87 89 96 89 92 110 
161 79 76 71 78 73 77 84 85 64 97 
162 78 79 79 82 90 87 86 72 70 74 70 100 
103 74 83 84 78 80 80 76 70 64 72 49 87 
184 71 84 77 64 70 70 77 70 72 75 76 98 
165 82 81 94 91 88 90 76 89 84 87 86 101 
166 80 82 80 82 85 81 84 83 84 84 117 
167 79 81 89 87 87 83 81 80 83 81 81 107 
168 89 84 86 80 85 85 87 86 dl 87 87 107 
109 72 81 85 84 73 82 79 109 
170 85 78 87 83 83 7'0 01 84 7'0 83 75 115 
171 82 83 93 84 90 78 89 90 81 90 83 88 
172 90 90 84 92 92 91 82 91 9b 92 93 112 
173 85 78 91 93 90 91 94 92 93 92 
174 83 86 87 82 79 71 89 111 
.. 
PUDi1 Eng Eng Stena Stena Stena Stena Typ Bkkg Bkkg Span Span 1. Q.. 
3 4 1 2 3 4 1 1 2 1 2 
175 80 78 81 84 70 86 86 30 78 78 80 93 
170 92 85 93 84 82 89 79 80 80 90 87 122 
177 80 82 93 90 87 90 90 93 94 98 
178 db 86 80 88 87 86 84 59 83 87 84 112 
179 94 93 94 93 95 95 96 97 93 93 95 122 
180 75 5'7 79 78 82 67 77 do 84 81 101 
181 85 90 87 80 91 91 88 lD8 
182 89 80 86 89 92 88 83 92 89 112 
183 80 73 90 83 89 85 80 112 
184 79 95 87 88 85 '13 '11 115 
185 90 72 78 72 78 85 81 89 84 89 92 118 
180 7') 0 74 87 83 35 75 90 95 
187 77 86 80 82 83 81 89 79 80 100 
188 81 8S 88 88 80 83 87 88 92 110 
189 74 76 70 75 82 85 78 71 7b 107 
190 7'0 74 00 79 90 84 81 81 79 06 84 110 
191 91 90 95 93 90 90 93 9:-; 98 90 9'1 110 
192 80 89 74 83 83 dO '12 87 d5 81 85 112 
193 74 73 80 86 87 84 89 81 b4 77 '0'7 98 
194 91 79 80 84 89 84 '17 8'7 716 bS 80 98 
Pupil Eng Eng Steno Sl,eno Steno Steno Typ Bkkg Bkkg Soa.n Span 1. Q.. 
3 4 1 2 3 4 1 1 2 i 2 
195 ';:J1 tj3 B3 do 81 80 73 93 81 89 db 1013 
190 dO d4 btj b3 bO dO 78 10'7 
197 79 74 71 78 84 bo 0'7 80 bl 70 10d 
19b 04 79 7b 74 bO bO bo 77 b2 74 05 97 
198 77 do 91 dd b2 00 b2 112 
200 03 d4 79 70 '1'7 b4 0':; 95 
201 71 00 00 74 83 7'1 b3 83 70 65 81 103 
202 80 6b 67 86 89 d2 '10 121 
203 74 do dO 82 b4 db tlo 04 82 09 72 100 
204 '19 01 89 90 94 94 bb 93 9" ::::, dl 9<d 101 
800 04 bb 97 92 90 bo 90 94 92 94 90 100 
200 b4 03 bO 00 bl '1'1 '12 81 d2 b1 '10 tje 
~07 tl8 81 do b4 bo '11 '1b d9 ~.L b6 d4 114 
208 85 84 86 85 34 85 87 92 91 91 86 95 
209 75 81 86 82 87 81 76 81 74 82 83 103 
210 81 80 84 31 78 76 78 80 70 78 67 102 
211 89 89 96 92 94 89 91 126 
212 84 75 75 78 78 82 76 75 77 102 
213 80_ 81 78 79 80 77 90 76 81 81 80 103 
214 80 87 74 79 83 74 81 109 
Pup11 Eng Eng S"~eno Steno Steno S"Leno Typ Bkkg Bkkg Span Span I Q. 
~ 4 1 2 3 4 1 1 2 1 2 
,;-;15 82 84 84 87 S8 79 87 99 
216 89 89 94 92 91 86 89 91 94 117 
317 82 72 82 75 79 81 80 84 78 99 
218 O'~ v.::J 31 85 SO '72 75 71 87 90 75 81 103 
219 77 73 S2 88 81 85 81 95 81 80 100 
220 77 88 76 80 80 72 79 89 83 J..Ol 
2.~:,1 78 78 78 73 75 81 93 77 77 71 79 107 
222 84 83 86 84 77 73 81 82 88 87 79 96 
223 81 48 76 78 81 74 84 94 
2~4 74 86 83 74 75 81 82 75 65 67 82 100 
325 87 83 86 92 94 95 90 93 73 117 
-

AGES AND SCHOLASTIC AVERAGES OF ATHERTON GR~ryUATES--JUNE, 1936 
Age Junior--Senior Age Junior--Senior ~upil Yrs-Mo.§. School Average Pupil Yrs-Mos School Averase 
45 17 11 85 67 18 0 78 
46 ( s) 18 5 85 68 17 10 79 
47 18 1 93 69 17 3 90 
48 17 5 92 70 18 4 78 
49 17 0 93 71 18 1 81 
50 18 7 77 72 18 9 94 
51 ( s) 17 8 81 73 16 6 75 
52 17 4 83 74 18 5 92 
53 17 8 80 75 16 6 78 
54 17 8 77 76 ( s) 16 2 78 
55 18 4 77 77 17 9 91 
56 16 8 79 78 16 6 88 
57 ( s) 18 9 78 79 16 10 96 
58 17 6 85 80 18 1 96 
59 18 0 88 81 17 5 88 
60 18 0 85 82 17 5 90 
61 17 5 76 83 16 10 75 
62 17 7 93 84 17 10 88 
63 17 3 90 85 17 0 87 
64 17 10 82 86 17 11 95 
65 18 0 83 87 ( s) 18 3 81 
66 17 7 82 88 ( s) 17 6 79 
( s) indicates Stenography major 
AGES AND SCHOLASTIC AVlliAGES OF ATHERTON GRADUA1'ES--JUNE, 1936 
Age Junior--Senior Age Junior--Senior 
Pupil YJ;:B-MoB School Average Pupil Yrs-JAos School Average 
89 16 8 83 108 17 0 80 
90 17 6 80 109 ( s) 18 0 77 
91 17 11 85 110 ( B) 19 2 81 
92 17 11 85 111 ( B) 17 10 92 
93 18 1 88 112 17 11 91 
94 17 4 80 113 16 11 91 
95 17 9 82 114 18 2 96 
96 18 5 85 115 ( s) 18 0 82 
97 ( 6) 17 5 83 116 17 8 82 
98 ( s) 17 6 79 117 17 7 84 
99 19 1 91 118 17 3 86 
100 18 6 90 119 17 10 86 
101 17 10 93 120 18 11 90 
102 17 6 9'3 121 18 6 86 
103 17 11 83 122 ( 6) 18 1 85 
104 16 6 96 123 ( B) 18 9 82 
105 17 3 89 
106 ·17 5 85 
107 17 6 87 
(6) indicates stenography major 
-, .. ,-----------------------------------
.... 
Facsimile of Cards Used in Collecting 
Raw Data 
Class Grade Grade 1. Q.. 
Stenography I English III 
Stenography II English IV 
stenography III 
Stenography IV 
Course Grade x x2 Course Grade x x2 
Bkkg. I Typing I 
Bkkg. 2 Typing 2 
Bkkg. 3 Typing 3 
J3kkg. 4 Typing 4 
For. L.I 
For . L.2 
